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1
FOREWORD

The need for competent administrators of vocational education has long

been recognized. The rapid expansion of vocational education programs and

increased student enrollments have resulted in a need for increasing numbers

of vocational administrators at both the secondary and postsecondary levels.

Preservice and inservice administrators Aled to be well prepared for the com-

plex and unique skills required to successfully direct vocational programs.

The effective training of local administrators has been hampered by the

limited knowledge of the competencies needed by local administrators and by

the limited availability of competency-based materials specifically designed

for the preparation of vocational administrators. In response to this press-

ing need, the Occupational and Adult Education Branch of the U.S. Office of

Education, under provisions of part C--Research of the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968, funded the National Center for a scope of work entitled

"Development of Competency-Based Instructional Materials for Local Adminis-

trators of Vocational Education" during the period 1975-77. That project had

two major objectives:'

1. To conduct research to identify and nationally verify the competen-

cies considered important to local administrators of vocational

education.

2. To develop and field test a seri s of prototypic competency-based

instrutional packages and r's guide. One hundred sixty-six

(166) high priority co tencies were identified and six prototypic

modules and_a user's guide were developed, field tested, and revised.

Although six modules had been developed, many more were needed to have

competency-based materials that would address all the important competencies

that had been identified and verified. In September 1978 several states

joined with the National Center for Research in Vocational Education to form

the Consortium for the Development of Professional Materials for Vocational

Education. Those states were Illinois, Ohio, North Carolina, New York, and

Pennsylvania-. The first five states were joined by Florida and Texas later

in the first year. The first objective of the .Consortium was to develop and

field test additional competency-based administrator modules of which this is

one.

Several persons contributed.to the successful development and field test-

ing of this module on selecting school personnel. Linda Pfister, aesearch

Specialist, was responsible for developing the field-review edition of the,

module. Lois G. Harrington, Program Associate, assumed responsibility for

further development, refinement, and editing of the field-test and final ver-

sions of the module. Recognition also goes to the two consultants who helped

conceptualize the module and prepared draft materials for the manuscript:

Wayne Asche, Associate Professor, Department of Vocational Education, Kent

State University, Kent, Ohio; and Helene Schwarberg, T & I Teacher Educator,

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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INTRODUCTION

An educational institution is only as good as the people who work in

it. This slight alteration to an age-old adage is important to keep i6

mind--especially as you begin to examine the process of selecting personnel.

Your success as a vocational administrator depends heavily on your skills in

selecting competent personnel who can do the work of the institution honestly,

efficiently, and to the satisfaction of the students and community. ,

The role of the vocational education administrator in the selection of

school personnel varies, depending upon the size of the institution and the

types of positions that need to be filled. In small institutions, vocational

education administrators are often very directly involved in hiring, promot-

ing, and dismissing all levels of staff--administrators, instructors, and

nonprofessional staff. In a large system, however, the vocational education

administrator may serve in an advisory role to a personnel department, espe-

cially when hiring staff who provide services that are supportive of, but not

directly related to, the instructional process--e.g., secretary or grounds-

keeper.

Keep in mind, however, that selecting staff is a two-way decision-making

process. The potential employee is also gathering and evaluating information

about you and your staff. Vocational education administrators who keep the

needs of both the institution and the individual applicant in mind throughout

the selection process strive to make the best match possible.
;

,

Ideally, the result will ISe staff members who complement one another's

skills. This takes time, but when it occurs you have created a "synergistic"

system--one that is actually greater than the sum of its parts.

This module is designed to provide you with information and practice

relating to each component of the personnel selection process. As shown in

the figure on the following page, it is a flow of events that is orderly and

sequential, beginning with assessing institutional needs and ending with

effectively orienting new staff into the system. By completing this module,

you will"develop the skills youileed to effectively plan and manage this key

administrative process.

\
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ASSESS STAFFING
NEEDS

ESTABLISH SELEC-
TION CRITERIA

RECRUIT CANDIDATES

GATHER INFORMATION
CONCERNING
CANDIDATES

SCREEN CANDIDATES
BASED ON

SELECTION CRITERIA

MAKE HIRING
DECISIONS

ORIENT NEW STAFF

ENSURE CONSISTENCY
WITH PERSONNEL POLICY
'(INCLUDING GOVERN,
MENTAL REGULATIONS)

A

KEEP RECORDS

MANAGE AND EVALUATE
SELECTION PROCESS

PERSONNEL SELECTION PROCESS
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Module Structure and Use

This module contains an introduction and seven sequential learning experi-

ences. Overviews, which precede each learning experience, contaim the

objectives for each experience and a brief description of what the learning

experience involve*.

Objectives Terminal ObjectjW Whfle working in a c
r,"

tive situation, select fch091 IPPOohri
wiTI be eWOOd: by. your resoifrce 5 per.so

iStratgr 144/T904#1,1cg ssessrnent

in; EXOe!ii_*4 VIfl

Resources

Enabling Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, critique the

performance of an administrator in a given case study

in establishing the foundations for staff selection.

(Learning Experience I)

2. After completing the required reading, develop a job

description for a given position. (Learning'Experi-

ence II) 7

3. After completing the required reading, critipe the per-

formance of an administrator in a given case study in

reccuiting_cahdidates to fill a position. (Learning

Experience III)

4. After completiog-the required reading, critique the per-

formance of an administrator in a given case study ih

gathering and screening information concerning a candi-

date. (Learning Experience IV)

5. After completing the required readin?, critique the per-

formance of an administrator in a given case study in

managing the staff selection process. (Learning Experi-

ence V)

6. After,completing the required reading, critique the per-

formance of an administrator in a given case study in

orienting staff. (Learning Experience VI)

A list of the outside resources that supplement those con-

tained within the module follows. Check with your resource

person (1) to determine the availability and the location

of these resources, (2) to locate additional references

specific to your situation, and (3) to get assistance in

setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled

administratUrs.



Learning Experienc'e I

Optional

SAMPLE PERSONNEL POLICIES that you c(in review.

AN EXPERIENCED ADMINISTRATOR whom you can interview
concerning the assessment of staff needs.

,
Learning Experience II

Optional
't

d

' SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTIONS that you can review.

Learni4 Experience III _

Optional

,AN EXPERJENCED ADMINISTRATOR whom you can interview
concerning the recruitment of candidates for given
positions.

Learning Experience IV

OptionaL A
SAMPLE DEVICES FOR GATHERING INFORMATION ABOUT CAN-
DIDATES that you can review.

AN EXPERIENCED ADMINISTRATOR whom.you can interview 4

concerning infoi'mation-gather'ing devices and screening

procedures.

Learning Experience V

Optional

AN EXPERIENCED ADMINISTRATOR whom you can interview
concerning the management of the staff selection
process.

4
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Learning Experience VI

Optional

AN EXpERIENCED ADMINISTRATOR whom yot; can interview

'concerning staff orientation.

Learning Experience VII

Required

AN ACTUAL ADMINISTRATIVE SITUATION in which, as part

of your duties, you can select school personnel.

A RESOURCE PERSON to assess your competency in

selecting school personnel.

Selected Ternns Administrator--refers to a member of the secondary or poSt-

secondary administrative team. This generic term, except

where otherwise specified, refers to the community college

president, vice-president, dean, or director; or to the

secondary school principal, director, or superintendent.

Board--refers to the secondary or postsecondary educational

governing body. Except where otherwise specified, the term

"board" is used .to refer to a board of education and/or a

board of trustees'.

Institution--refers to a secondary ar postsecondary educa-

tional agency. Except where otherwise specified, this

generic term is used to refer synonymously to secondary

schools, secondary vocational schools, area, vocational

schools, community colleges, postsecondary vocational and

technical schools, and trade schools.

Resource Person--refers to the pufessional educator who is

directly responsiblR for guiding and helping you plan and

carry out your professional development program.

Teacher/Instru or--these terms are used' interchangeahly to

refer to the çfersqnwho.is teaching or instructing students

in,a secondary or -pos:tsecondary educational inst-ttution.

"
,



User's Guide For information that is common to all modules, such as
procedures for module use, organization of modules, and
definitfons of terms, you should refer to the following
supporting document:

Guide to Using Competency-Based Vqcational Education
Administrator Materials. Columbus, OH: The Center for
VocationaL Education, The Ohio State University, 1977.

-This module addresses tasic iatement numbers 59-63, 78,17804,0,124 from
',Robert E. Norton ef al., The Identification and National-Verification of
Competencies Important to SeconAary :11(1 Post-Secondary Administrators of
Vocational Education (Coluaus, Off: The Center for Vocational Education,-
The Ohio State,OofversitY, 1977)., The 166,tesk statements ln this document,

.which iierf4W0 wlmpostantform the_research base foT the Nativel_ _

Center's-:COmpeter4-bdieeldarrmistrator nodule development. _
_ _ _ , .
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.Learning Experience 1

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, critiqu*e the per-

Jormance of an administrator in a given case study in ,

establishing the foundations for staff selection.

You will be reading the information,sheet, "Foundations for

Staff Selection," pp. 9-1-7.

Op.., -IP
.

41,

IActivity You.may wish to'review sample personnel policies.

%BO .

/

"-----

1.Optionai You may wish to in rview an experienced administrator to

kActivay determine what meChods he/she uses to assess staff needs.

41111100111'

You wil) be reading the "Case Study," p 19, and crifloing-

the performance of the administrator described. -

You will be evaluating your competency in Critiquing the

administratdr's performance in establishing the foundations

for staff selection by comparing your completed critique

with the "Model Critique," pp. 21-22.

7
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Activay Through the retirement, promotion, resignation, or dismissal

of present staff, through the initiation of a new program, or

through an increase in student enrollment, the selection of new

staff becomes necessary. In order for staff selection to be

effective,,efficient, and economical, it most be governed by a

well-thought-out procedure. To learn how to develop a sound

foundation for your staff selection procedure, read the follow-

ing information sheet.

FOUNDATIONS FOR STAFF SELECTION

Two tasks are required in preparing the foundations for your staff selec-

tion procedure. First, you must locate and review the institution's personnel

policy statement to determine what guidelines must be followed in the staff

selection process. And second, you must ass'ess what your precise staffing

needs are.

Reviewing Personnel Policy

Before developing 'a staff selection process, your first task should be

to review the institution's personnel policy statement. If none exists, then

step one should be the development of such a statement. The policy governing

the selection of staff establishes_an operational framework for the selection

process. It provides a philosophy and guidelines, which in turn should pro-

vide a basis for determining appropriate selection procedures. It is gener-

ally issued and authorized by the board (of education or trustees), although

administrative, business, and legal staff would definitely contribute to its

development in most cases.

Federal Laws

A policy statement will probably include a statement of commitment to

the provision of equal opportunity and affirmative action (see sample 1).

Equal opportunity means that each applicant will be judged on the basis of

his/her qualifications, regardless of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, or

national origin. Affirmative action means that an organization is actively

seeking male and female'candidates representing a variety of races, co ors,

TeTIVEns, and national origins to better reflect the make up of sotiety in

general. Governmental laws and regulations related to these concerns may be

cited or stated. Since the majority of vocational education institutions

receive some form of federal assistance, awardt*oe-ef and adherence to these

laws and regulations are crucial. Sample 2 lists some pertinent laws, execu-

tive orders, and-guidelines.and includes a brief description of the intent of

each.

9



SAMPLE 1

NONDISCRIMINATION AND AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION POLICY

The policy of.this institution, both traditionally and currently, is that dis-
crimination against any individual for reasons of race, color', creed, reli-
gion, national origin, sex, age, handicap, or Vietnam-era veteran status is
specifically prohibited. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 pro-
hibits sex,discrimination and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicap in education programs and
activities. Accordingly, equal access to employment opportunities, admis-
sions, educational programs, and all other institutional activities shall be
extended to all persons, and the institution shall promote equal opportunity
through a positive and continuing affirmative action program.

The Office of Affirmative Action shall be responsible for the coordination
of matters rOating to ,equal opportunity and this nondiscrimination policy.
Information concernidOiolationi of the polity and inquiries regarding insti-
tutional compliance with equal opportunity mandates,.affirmative action, the
requirements of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and other applicable statutes and regulations
pertatning to equality of opportunity should be addressed to the director of
the Ofpce of Affirmative Action.

-

SOURCE: Adapted from a policy ttatement deve1oped and posted at The Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio.

10
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SAMPLE 2

LAWS AND ORDERS REQUIRING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity

Act of 1972)

Title VII P rohibits discrimination because of race color, religion, sex, or national

origin, in any term, condition or privilege of employment.

Executive Order 11246 (as amended by Executive Order 11375)

This order, issued by the President in 1965, requires Affirmative Action Programs by

all federal contractors and subcontractors and requires that firms with contracts

over $50,000 and 50 or more employees develop and implement written programs, which

are monitored by an assigned federal compliance agency.

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (P.L. 88-38)

This act requires that all employers subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)

provide equal pay for men and.women performing similar work. In 1972, coverage of

this act was extended beyond eimpLoyees covered .4.y ELSA to an estimated 15 million

additional executive, administrative, and profebnal employees (including academic,

administrative personnel, and teachers in elementary and secondary schools).

The Age Discrimination in EmoloyMent Act (last amended by P.L. 95-256; effective April 6,

1978)

This act prohibits employers of 25 or more persons from discriminating against per-

sons 40-70 in any area of emplOyment because of age.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Title VI prohibits discrimination based on race, color, or national origin in all

programs or activities whiCh received federal financial aid. Employment discrimi.

nation is prohibited if a primary purpose of federal assistance is provision of

employment (such as apprenticeship, training, work-study, or similar programs).

Revised guidelines adopted in 1973 by 25 federal agencies prohibit discriminatory

employment practices in all programs if such practices cause discrimination in..

services provided to program beneficiaries. This could be unequal treatment of

beneficiaries or in hiringoor assignment of counselors, trainers, faculty, hos-

pital staff, social workers, or others in organizations receiving federal funds.

Although Title VI does not explicitly bar sex discrimination, various federal

agencies have prohibited such discrimination in their own regulations.

SOURCES: Affirmative Action and Equal Employment--A Guidebook for Employers,

Volume I (Washington, DC: U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,

1974); Betty Southard Murphy, "List of Rertinent Laws, Orders, and Regulations

Concerning Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action'," mimeograph,

n.d.

11



Vocational Educ4tion Program Guidelines for Eliminating Discrimination and Denial of Ser-,
vices on the ilasis of Race, Color, National Origin, Sex, and Handicaps 1979.

These guidelines explain how civil rights lard and federal regulation pertaining,to
discrimination apply directly to vocational education programs. Tbey, were issued .

because of evidence of continuing discrimination in vocational, education'programt.

_ .

Title IX, Education Amendments Act of 1972 . .

In addition to extending coverage of the Equal Pay Act, Title IX,prohibits discriMf-
nation on the basis of sex against employees or students of any educational institu-
tion receiving federal financial aid. Provisions covering students are similar to
those of Title VI of the Civil Rights'Act of 1964.

Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (sections 501, 503, 504, 601-623, 87 Stat. 390, as
amended)

This act prohibits discrimination against handicapped persons by federal contractors
and requires that federal contractors take affirmative action to employ handicapped
persons.

It also provides for nondiscrimination under federal grants or federally assisted
programs.

Veterans' Readjustment Act of 1977 (sections 38 U.S.C., ch. 42, seCtions 2012 and 2014)

Vietnam-Era Veterans' ReadjusiMent Act of 1974 (sections 402 and 4031

NThese acts require affirmative action on behalf of disabled vhaete ns and Vietnam-era
veterans by federal contracts.

-orTEMP1Wee--Sifeetitir1W-ocedurefT2911.S.C., ch. XIV. part 607):

Adopted August 22, 1978, by the EEOC, U.S. Civil Service Commission., Department of
Labor,_and Department of Justice, this gives employers one set of guidelines to.heet
to avoid discrimination in testing and other employee selection proceises.

Other State, Local, and Federal Laws

Many state and local government laws prohibit employment discrimination. Though
compliance with federal laws concerning discriminatioh _usually fu)fills_state and_
local requirements emOloyers should be familiar with the reqUirementi Of their, loeii
laws.

12
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State Laws and Guidelines

The state laws and guidelines also affect personnel policies. For exam-

ple, it is generally the state that specifies the standards for professional

certification (see sample 3) and that grants certification to those who meet

those standards.

Local Guidelines

The policy statement can also include institutional/district decisions

concerning issues such as nepotism--the hiring of relatives. For example, in

some institutions, it is against policy to hire both husband and wife, or

brother and sister. One intent of such policy was to prevent the hiring of a

spouse or sibling of lesser qualifications simply to ensure the hiring of the

highly qualified candidate. Another theory was that husband and wife would

find each other's presence distracting; personal relationships, it was felt,

cou not be left at home. .

Prohibitions of this type are less common now. The emphasis tends to be

assembling a staff based op qualfications--the contributions a person can
make--rather than on relationships, color, religious persuasions, and so on.

Policy may state a commitment to giving priority to the hiring of blacks,

or women, or persons from outside the local geographic area, or bilingual per-

m' sons in order to comply with federal regulations. This can be a very sticky

Ilp area. First, some communities--especially small, rural ones--may want to hire

only teachers from out of their own ranks--hometown folks. The community mem-

bers want the young people exposed to local views. Their right to this view

is certainly valid within the framework of American democracy. However, once

such a community accepts federal funds, they have a commitment comply with

* the federal view--which is one of fhtegration and equal repres ntation of all

groups. a

Second, some people equate a commitment to hiring a particular "type"

(such as women) to the relaxing of other hiring standards. This is not the

intent of the law. Assume you have two candidates--one a man and one a woman.

-If the woman is more qualified, the law wants her to be hired. The law wants

to ensure that she is not rejected just because she is a woman. If the two

candidates are equally qualified, the law wants you still to hire the woman

if there is a poor representation of females on the staff. If the man is

more qualified, then he should be hired. The law is not designed to support

the hiring of pnqualified candidates. Besides, as one black educator stated,

"selecting an unqualified 61ack or woman for a position when his/her chance

for success is minimal can severely hamper both the individual's professional

career and the future placement of other minorities and women."

Part of local guidelines may also be derived from the agreements entered

into with staff (e.g., bargaining agreements, pnion contracts). These will

generally specify some of what can and cannot be required of staff.

13
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SAMPLE 3

CERTIFICATION GUIDELINES FOR
VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL

Persons employed in vocational development (vocational guidance, job
placement, and follow-up coordinators) should:

1. Be certified in guidance and counseling, with the equivalent evidence
of one year in total of two or more work experiences in business or
industry, or complete the minimum of a six-week (240 hours) super-
vised internship--approved by the Personnel Development Unit in the
Division of Vocational Education--in business or industry and three
hours (3) of additional course work, which would include--

- three hours (3) in Administration and Supervision of Cooperative

Vocational Education.

0 R

2. Hold a baccalaureate degree, along with appropriate employment for
three years in some field of job personnel placement such as the
Employment Security Commission or private placement service, and be
pursuing counselor certification and six hours of additional course

work, which would include--

- three hours (3) in Administration and Supervision of C ative

Vpcational Educati_oh.

- three hours (3) in History and Philosophy of V. ational tion,

and

- an acceptable scpre on the National Teacher Examination

months from date of employment.

0 R

3. (If employed as a job placement and follow-up coordinator) be
certified in v cational education, with a minimum'of thme years
experience as âcoordinator of vocational cooperative programs, and
six hours (6) pf additional course work, which would include--

hin four

- three hours (3). of Organization of the Guidance Program, and

- three hours (3) of course work in Techniques of Counseling.

(A provisional certificate will be issued until the completion of all require-
ments within the designated time frame.)

,.

SOURCE: -"Vocational Development--Implementing the Vocational Component of a

Comprehensive Guidance Program: A Supplement to the Master.Plan for Elemen-
tary and Secondary Guidance in North Cai..olina" (Raleigh,.NC: State Department

of Education, 1980).
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0 Selection Staff

The policy statement can also include guidelines concerning who is

responsible for hiring whom to do what. In a very small institution or

district, the local administrator may be responsible for,hiring all staff--

professional and nonprofessional. However, generally these hiring respon-

sibilities are divided.

At the secondary level, the primary hiring responsibilities are typically

distributed as follows:

Who,Hires Who Is Hired

boardpf education superintendent

superintendent; board --Eincipals
assistant superintendents

assistant superintendent, director of student personnel services

operations director of business affairs
director of personnel
director of accounting and reSearch

instructional staffdirector, personnel

director of student
personnel services

director of accounting

and research

director of business

affairs

supervisor, cafeteria

supervisor, building
and grounds

supervisor, custodians

nurses

psychologists
visiting teachers
social workers
.counselor
speech and hearing specialists

data processing personnel
transportation personnel
legal staff

supervisor, cafeteria
supervisor, building grounds
supervisor, custodians
publications speciaSct

cooks

-maintenance foreman
maintenance crew

custodians

Generally, positions selected by lower-level administrators (directors,

supervisors) must be approved upward, through channels. In other words, the

personnel director recommends to the assistant superintendent that a particu-

lar teacher be hired. The assistant superintendent then recommends hiring to

the superintendent who, in turn, recommends hiring to the board. This same

approval-upward process occurs at the area vocational school or postsecondary

level.

15
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At an area vocational school, the hiring responObilities are generally
distributed as follows:

Who Hires

area board

area board and superintendent

vocational director and--
superintendent
director of student

personnel
supervisors

vocational director and super-
visor OR superintendent

Who Is Hired

superintendent

vocational director

supervisors
professional support staff

instructors

nonprofessional staff
(secretaries, custodians,
cafeteria staff)

At the postsecondary level, the primary hiring responsibilities are
typically distributed as follows:'

Who Hires

board of trustees

president

academic deans

department chairpersOns

dean (coordinator) of student
support services

personnel director''

Who Is Hired

president

academic deans (dean of occupational
program; vice-president)

department chairpersons

instructors

professional support staff

nonprofessional staff

Assessing Staffing Needs

Your second task in preparing a foundation for staff selection is to
decide--systematically and rationally--what new or additional staff are
needed. This is tied very closely to program planning and budggloimg. On the
one hand, the,following situations could suggest the need for hiring new

staff:

A staff member retires, transfers, resigns, or is let go for some

reason.,

A new program is implemented.

Enrollments in a particular program increase substantially.

While new staff could be hired in each of these situations, that is not the

only option available. Budget limitations ma; require that no new staff be
hired and that, instead, the load be redistributed among remaining staff.

16
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Or, staff from Programs that are experiencing declining enrollmentsftould be

transferred--if qualified--to the new or growing program. Finally, you could

consider hiring someone, but not on a permanent or full-time basis. If the

need for an additional person will not last indefinitely (in the case of just

a brief surge in enrollment or the need to replace a staff member on sabbati-

cal), then you might hire a temporary, full-time person. Similarly, the need

may be continuing or recurring, but not require full-time service. For exam-

ple, a new program in real estate management might involve one course per year

in,surveying. To fill this need, you could hire a local civil engineer on a

part-time or "special'contract to teach just this one course. Even though

he/she might be hired to do this every year for 20 years, he/she would still

not be a permanent employee. Mu, as administrator, need to consider all the

options before making a decision--an expensive decision--to hire.

Three bases that are typically employed in determining numbers and types

of staff needed are (1) student-teacher ratios, (2) institutional goals and

objectives, and (3) evaluation of the adequacy of present staffing. In the

first case, an institution or district decides that an ideal learning situ-

ation involves a certain class size--for example, no more than 25 students to

each teacher. It can also be determined how small a class can be (e.g., one

teacher and ten students) and still be cost-effective. In that case, if only

eight students enrolled, the class would not be offered. These ratios will

vary, depending on the type of course and on the type of instruction (e.g.,

large group, individualized).

In the second case, An institut,ion or district sets very specific educa-

tional goals and objectives' and then determines the staffing needed to accom-

plish those goals and objectives. In the third case, evaluating present

staffing numbers and patterns can alert you to the need for staffing changes:

none, less staff, more staff, or different staff.

Each of these bases represents an ideal situation, however. Therefore,

each reflects the type of staffing that would be best to have.

Because financial resources are often not available to assure that all

needs can be met, a balance must be sought. Decisions must be made concerning

what needs can be met with available resources. Only then can you determine

whether the present staff is, or can (with training) be, capable of meeting

student needs. It is essential to carefully consider all of these aspects of

staffing criteria before deciding whether new, additional, or different per-

sonnel are needed.

17
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AP- You may wish to locate and review samples of personnel policies

a I/

developed by a variety of educational institutions to guide
Qptional their personnel practices. These can be located by checking
Axmay with your resource person, local educational institutions, or

perhaps the library. As you review each policy,,ask yourself
IN111110 the following kinds of questions:

/Optional
Activity

Are relevant federal, state, and local laws and guide-
lines included or cited?

Are such issues as civil rights, equity, and hiring of
veterans ered?

Does the y include specific guidelines concerning
who is responsible for hiring whom to do what?

Is the policy clearly stated?

Is enough guidance provided by the policy?

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to visit
and interview an experienced administrator at the secondary or
postsecondary level to determine what methods he/she uses to
assess staff needs. Before the interview takes place, you
should prepare a list of questions, such as the following, that 0
you wish to have answered:

What factors are considered in determining the numbers
and types of staff needed?

How are these factors weighted?

Who is involved in determining staff needs? Who makes
the final decisions?

How are staffing needs resolved.when financial resources
are not adequate to meet the needs?

18
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The fbIlowing "Case Study".describes how a vocational/technical

administrator established the foupdations for staff selection.

Read:the situation and critique in writing the performance of

the administrator desc ibed: what did she do correctly, What

did she do incorrectly, and what should she have done instead?

CASE STUDY

Ms. Pamela Franken, as a new administrator nnings Vo-Te0, planned

on being the "new broom that sweeps. clean." Thus, she started reviewing all

the institutional policies and procedures from first to last. This was a

relatively easy task since there was a "Jennings Vo-Tech Operating ManUal,"

with each operation clearly outlined. In looking up the information on hiring

practices, she found the following:

Jennings Vo-Tech is an equal opportunity/affirmative action

employer, responsive to.all applicable local, state, and federal

lags and, guidelines. Hiring is done Oh the basis of these laws

and guidelines, and the job descriptions prepared for each pOsi-

tion. = Final hiring decisions rest with the Board.

"Well," she thought, "that's two of the three things I was looking for:

compliance with the law and responsibility for hiring decisions." She still

411
didn't know how decisions to hire staff were made, however, so she decided to

talk to another administrator on staff. He told her that, when a staff member

left, for whatever reason, or &new program was started, then new staff were

hired--if there was enough money in the budget. Otherwise, they made internal

justments or hired part-time staff.

Ms. Franken returned to her office and prepared an addendum for the oper-

ating manual explaiAng this method for determining staff needs--which she

felt should have been done before. Satisfied with her review and revision of

this area of operations, she moved on to the next area.

C.
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Compare your completed written critique of the"Case Study"

with the "Model Critique" given below. Your response need not

exactly duplicate the model response; however, you should have

covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE

Ms. Franken's efforts were admirable. She recognized the need to ensure

that all operational 'policies were established and documented, before attempt-

ing to operate the institution. Having an operations manual available was an

asset; such a device allows staff to operate from a consistent base. She was

correctiOn the three items she sought, also: compliance with the law, tpeci-

fications of responsibilW for hiring,,and guidelines for assessing staffing

needs. And she went beyWd the operations manual in seeking the information

she required.

However, beyond that point, her new broom swelta good deal of effort

under the carpet. Her satisfaction in finding info ation on each of her

thftee designated areas ignored the fact that "information" in and of itself is

not adequate. It must be good information.

Staff being told only that"applicable" laws and guidelines must be fol-

.lowed are not getting much help. What applicable laws and guidelines? At

most, an explanation of each applicable law should be included in the proce-

dures which accompany this policy. At least, a citation should be,given for

each so that concerned parties know which laws and guidelines to refer to. It

is these specific laws and guidelines that define exactly what is meant by

"equal opportunity/affirmative action."

The fact that the board is ultimately responsible for all hiring' deci-

sions is-hardly surprising. What is needed by Ms. Franken to help persons

involved in selecting and hiring staff is more specific information'. Who, for

example, interviews custodians? clerical staff? instructors? counselors?

Who else must be involved once initial hiring recommendations are made? And

so on. These responsibilities must be rationally assigned for the process to

be meaningful, workable, and efficient in terms of staff time.

Finally, she received and documented a fairly superficial accounting of

how staffing needs were "assessed." If the other administrator was telling

the whole story, thei the system should be r-etonsidered and strengthened. The

leaving of a staff member may or may not require rehiring, depending on more

factors than money. Shrinking enrollments, for example, may negate the need

to replace the exiting staff member. In addition, budgeting,olanning, and

staffing should be closely related. If a new program is to be developed,

funds should be allocated to meet program needs--inclOding staff. Decisions

should not be so casual as suggested by the administrator.
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In short, Ms. Franken knew what key things to look for, but not what
criteria to use to measure their adequacy. If she doesn't become more
discrtminating in her efforts, she may find herself with structure without
content.

-

Level of Performance: Your completed written critique should have covered the
same major points as the "Model Critique." If you missed some points or have
questi5FT-about any additional points you made, review the material in the
information sheet, "Foundations for Staff Selection," pp. 9-17, or check with
your resource person if necessary.

22
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Learning Experience -II

OVERVIEW

Enabling
Objective

Activity

After completing the required reading,_develop at job,

description for a given position.

You will be reading the information sheet, 'flEstablishitia

Selection -Criteria," pp. 25-35..

Activity You will be devel opi ng a job description "for a givenpos:1J:-

tion.

-

You will be evaluating your competency in develaking a_,Sob

description for a given position', using the "Job pescriptiOn

Checklist," pp. 37-38.

iitiona1 _ you_may _wish to_review_ sampl e -
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Activity Once you know what positions need to be filled, you need to
decide what criteria you will usd to measure prospective can-

didates for each position. For information about the questions

to consider when establishing selection criteria, read the fol-

lowing infortuition sheet.

ESTABLISHING SELECTION CRITERIA

A\

What characteristics should a good instructor (guidance counselor,

custodian, librarian, reading specialist) possess? This is a complex and

It extremely vital question. The decisions you make in establWling selection

criteria at this point determine the effectiveness of all of the steps that

follow. These criteria should also be used as a basis for evaluating staff

performance once on the job.

In keeping with the institution's personnel policy statement, one cri-

terion might be that--all other things being equal--preference will be given

to persons who are female or represent a minority group.

In addition, job-related characteristics must be delineated. These will

vary somewh'at depending on the institution and the position being considered.

However, generally, they will involve the following areas:

Educational background"

Past work experience

Skills required

In the case of a séçretary, far example, you may decide that he/she

should be a graduate of a bUsiness program at a secondary or postsetondary

school, and/or have two years experience on the job. Because of the nature

of this specific position, you could list the skills required as being the

following:

Ability to type 65 words per minute

Good interpersonal skills (dealing with students, teachers, parents,

etc.)

Ability to operate dupllcation machines

High level of organization

Pleasant telephone voice

High tolerance for confusion

Good filing and record-keeping skills

In other words, you need to consider Oat that person will be expected to

do and be on the,job, and to specify those filings in writing. Sources such as
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the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) can help give you a general idea ,

of the skills and characteristics a secretary should be expected to have, but
you need to go beyond that to your specific situation. There are good sources
that you can tap for this. You can ask incumbents to-list what they do--all
that they do. If the last secretary was dismissed, why was she/he
what essential skills or characterisics were lacking? If the last secretary
left because she/he was unable to cope with some aspects of the job, what
qualities are needed to enable a person to cope?

With instructional staff, these specifications are more elusive. There
is no universal agreement on what makes a good teacher. The following are
some questions you could ask in determining teacher-selection criteria:

What Background (Education and Experience) Is Required?

In the case of voEational teachers at the secondary level, this will
probably involve certification (emergency, provisional, permanent) and a
certain number of years of experience in the trade or occupation. For most
vocational subject areas, certification is given based on completion of a
bachelor's degree, which included (1) course work in basic studies, in the
occupational area, and in education, and (2) a period of student teaching.
In areas such as dental hygiene, nursing, and cosmetology, a license to prac-
tice is required. T & I teachers, on the other hand, may come straight from
industry, with emergency certification status. In such cases, you need to
set criteria that consider this reality. For example, how many years,of work
experience has the candidate had? How successful was he/she? Did he/she con- 410
duct any on-the-job training?

This latter situation is similar to that at the postsecondary level,
where certification is ribt required in most cases. In delineating the back-
ground criteria required for postsecondary instructors, you will probably,need
to place more emphasis on such areas as advanced degrees, experience in the
field, experience in teaching, and memberships in professional organizations.

What Specific Skills Are Required?.

The curriculum will suggest the areas in which the instructor must be
skilled. What will this instructor be expected to teach? The instructor who

= is equally skilled in all aspects of the occupational area probably does not
exist. ,You need to determine skill areas based on the content of the courses
to be taught.

Interpersonal skills are also-important to teaching. Can the insteuctor
relate to students, administrators, colleagues, support staff, and parents
(at the secondary level)? How important is his/her ability to relate to each
of these groups? In some situations, being able to relate to students well
may suffice; contacts with others may be infrequent. However, if there is
a team teaching situation or the instructor will also serve as a department
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head, being able to build relationships with peers,--mith colleagues--is
crucial also.

Supplementary skills may also b'e needed. The teacher of agriculture,

for example, may also need to be willing and able td 'organize and operate a

Future Farmers of America club. Or head pp a schoolwide debating team. Or

serve as advisor to the student government organization. Or coach the chess

club. These may be required duties or volatary acOvities, but they do

require additional skills.

What Other, Personal Characteristics Are Desirable?

You may decide that certain other qualities are important to the role of

instructor, for example:

Flexibility

Creativity

Sincerity.

Stability

Patience

Problem-solving ability (good judgment)

Verbal ability (orally and in writing)

Commitment

Respect for authority
4

Physical Titness

Physical appearance (neat, unextreme)

What Can You Afford?

The budget will affect the criteria. Given a tight budget, you may need

to seek candidates who are qualified and promising, but inexperienced. Begin-

ning teachers cost less than those with a great deal of experience and a

proven "track record" of success.

In addition, a tight budget may necessitate your seeking candidates

with dual certificates or licenses or college majors. You may need to hire

a teacher who can teach both some business courses and some English courses,

for example.

Neither of these situations is designed to create a situation in which

you settle for lesS than is requi5ed. You are still seeking excellence; you

are merely limiting the search to within yovr bpdgetary constraints.
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Evaluating the Criteria

Once the tentative criteria have been listed for a given position, they
should be checked for appropriateness and practicality. In reviewing each

criterion, several questions should be asked, as follows:

Is the criterion, in fact, consistent with the letter and the spirit
of guidelines provided in the personnel policy statement?

Is the criterion really necessary for the job? (And, were all impor-
tant criteria included?)

Is the criterion measurable? This is very important, especially with
criteria related to personal characteristics. If you specify that
the candidate must be "capable of growth," can you realistically get
evidence of that quality during the information-gathering step (e.g.,
through applications, letters of reference, interviews)?

Is the criterion practical? In other words, does it describe a posi-
tion for which there will be candidates available, and that the insti-
tution can afford to fill.

Finally, are there a reasonable number of criteria? There need to be
enough to adequately define the position. However, there should not be
so many that it is impossitle to keep track of them all as you review
candidates.

Who Answers These Selection Questions?

It was already mentioned that you can answer these questions in part
using sources such as the DOT and that incumbents can be used to provide
descriptions of their jobs. One approach to analyzing a position is as

follows:

Part of the analysis concerns skills and characteristics that are
part of the general nature of the job (e.g., teacher) regardless of
the particular subject taught. .Consequently an ad hoc committee of
teachers, supervisors, and administrators could meet to discuss and

outline this section.

Part of the analysis concerns skills and characteristics that are
unique to the specific position being described (e.g., home economics
teacher or machinisInstructor). Thus, further analysis is necessary.

In the case of existing positions, incumbents can meet, discuss the
related items, and outline responses based on what their jobs actually entail.
For example, all the teachers in the business and office department--together
with their department head, supervisor, and principal--could meet to prepare
position analyses related to their department. However, analyzing the status
quo alone is not sufficient. The position analysis should go beyond what is
done to what should be done. This is why it is preferable to involve several
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persons in the analysis process: whAt one business teacher is doing and has

done for years may not be the ideal performance sought.

To analyze a new position, a slightly different procedure may be

required. The same persons could be involved, but they probably need to use

outside resources to determine exactly what characteristics are required for

the new position. This help can come from persons outside the institution

who are employed in the type of position being considered. Employers could

also help. An employer who hires people in the area for which this teacher

will be offering training will know what aptitudes and skills the employees

must possesswhich, therefore, the teacher will need to be able to teach.

The printed resources available are also helpful. The state department of

education may have relevant informaqpn, including information in the state
plans or existing job descriptions (s'ee sample 4). Looking up the occupa-

tional area (e.g., word processing) in the DOT will also offer some.help in

defining the skills ,needed by the teacher.

Another proach, mentioned previously, is to analyze the positions based

on the courses ö1 study,for each program, which should have been developed

with the assistance of the advisory committee(s). Advisory committee members

could, of course, review completed position analyses developed using other

means, also.

Job Descriptions

41, The usual mechanism for documenting the criteria for each position or

position-type is the job description. The job description should clearly

outline the expectations that the institution has for the person who is

ultimately hired for a position. The purpose of a job description is to

identify each position--to accurately describe the minimum qualifications,

major duties, and responsibilities, and to provide an objective basis for

the selection or rejection of apWcants. It also becomes a basis for the

evaluation of job performance.

Job descriptions should exist for each position or position-type in the

institution. If not, you (and the staff in the personnel department) will

need to prepare these descriptions. If a new position is created, a new job

descriptton will need to be developed.

A complete job description (see samples 5 and 6) identifies, in specific

format, the functions, responsibilities, and duties expected of the potential

employees. It documents, for the mutual benefit,of the employer and the

employee, the basic duties pd responsibilities -Of the position as an aid in

determining the qualifications needed by a person to be assigned to that posi-

tion.
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Securing Necessary Approval

The final step to be taken before beginning recruitment is to obtain
al

i
pproval for recruitment from your chief administrator or your govern-

ins Sample 7 is an illustration of a typical completed personnel
re In some cases, it may be required (or politic) to secure the
ap the union representative, also.

Once this final hurdle is passed, the fruits of your labor will begin to
pay off. You have established clear needs for additional personnel and have
carefully projected the type of job to be filled. You will find that this

planning will help you make more objective decisions in the selection process.
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SAMPLE 4

STATE,DEVELOPED _JORDESCRIPT1ON _

DIRECTORcp/OCATIONAL EDUCATION

MATURE OF MORK

The vocational education director develops, administers, and coordinates the local voca-
tional education program as an integral part of the total instructional curriculum in accordance
with the state plan for vocational education and the policies of the local and state boards of

education. Directives of this employee are implemented through the maintenance of codperative

relationships with principals and other school administrators. The director provides guidance

and direction to all vocational personnel. The overall effectiveness of vocational education

is the responsibility of the director. The work is independently performed, under the general

supervision of the superintendent or designee.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF MORK

Administration

Maintains current knowledge of vocatiOnal education and of new and impending legislation
to ensure compliance with external regulations, and to communicate pertinent information to

the board of education, superintendent, and vocational staff.

Develops a comprehensive long-range plan that details goals, objectives, and strategies,
with supportive data of employment area needs, student interests, and necessary fiscal sup-

port.

Prepares annually an operating,plan for the next year, specifying curriculum, enrollment,

and budgeting of resources.

Modifies budgets as program demands and categorical funding changes occur, with adjust-
ments that retain proper balance among various program areas as needed locally.

Establishes procedures for receipt and expenditures of funds in compliance with local,

state, and federal policies-and regulations,- . -

Formulates and effects procedures for acquisition and inventory control of equipment and

materials.

Determines priority and best sources, and authorizes or purchases instructional materials
and equipment within limitations of the current budget.

Institutes procedures and monitors activities for the acquisition of properties for live
projects and the disposition of phoducts resulting therefrom.

Designs and installs a system of varietal data collection.

Compiles and analyzes data to prepare reports to Tocal, state, and federal, agencies, and

for planning and evaluating vocational programs.

Confers with appropriate staff to ascertain student enrollment, number and kinds of posi-
tions needed, and assignment of duties, as required by state and local regulations.

Develops and recommendkpolicies to the board to govern personnel and program activities.

,pURCE: North Carolina State Department of Education, Raleigh, Nrth

"Carolina.
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Instruction/Curriculum

Aw-Recommends-tothe local administration courses of 'sitids, to:be initiated; tbrtilled,

expanded, vr-dropped 4or-vocatienal -students-On adults, bated-on inforMatibn-obtained

through review of publications; evaluation of current offerings; surveys Of local busi-

- nesses, students,-and scnool,personnel; and, input-frowadvisOryy.cOuncilt.

Adapts State curriculum guides to local uge And revises on a centinUing baSii, with input

from local advisOry councils.
-

).

Designs specifications for equipment, facilities, and safety standards to accoMmodate

- -each-course_of_studyi-with_the_assistence_Ofappropriate specialists as needed.

Plans and develops special programs for target grou0s and secures supportive'endorsement

and funds to conduct these programs.

Meets individually and in groups with principals, vocational counseiors, and teachers to

provide vocational information to assist in orientation and.registration of students.

Promotes active participation of teachers and students in student vocational organiza-

tions.

Evaluates the effectiveness of vocational training and guidance through the follow-up of

students.

Personnel :

Defines specifiC characteristics needed by any employee in individuil vocational posi-

tions.

Maintains contacts with potential teacher sources.

Ascertains eligibility for certification, processes supportive documents, and aSsures
compliance by assisting the individual in obtaining any additional required experiences.

Recommends individual applicants and employees for selection and assignment.

Determines needs, plans, and presents orientation and inservice training foe new end

experienced personnel.

Identifies appropriate criteria for the evaluation of the performance of vocational per-

tonnel.,

----Conducts-on-site-observations_to_review_the_performaace..*.aalocationa3 personnel,

4 Informs individual vocational staff members of changes needed and alternatives that will

improve their instructional/guidance Methods; use of facilities; and relationships with

students, staff, and the public.

Public Relations

Promotes image of vocational eduati-On with news media and civic organizations, through

speeches and writtencommunicetion.

Meets and consults with advisori groupS.and governmentalAgeociei, and serves on VarioUs

-external. committees-to-acquim4laevent informatten_and_supportsf the vOcitional education
_

programs.

Searches for and establishes cooperative relationthips with labor, kuiineSs,

try.

LoCates and utilizes sources of,professionaTmatsistance,tothilocar,Orograms.

Arranges and directs pUblic presentations by vocatiOnal-studentsand.staff.-,
.\
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SAMPLE-5

-J013-DESCRIPTION:7,TEAcHER--

Position Title: Business and Office Education Tekter.
_

PriMary Function

The business and office education teacher is responsible for teaching
students to work in office settings, particularly in the use of word process-
ing equipment. '..

Major Responsibilities and. Duties

1. Gives leadership to organizing the curriculum, for teaching word pro-,
cessing equipment operation.

2. Teaches all students interested in learning the skills to operate,
woN processing equipment.

3. Cao.krates with other teaching staff in planning the _Overall Office

education program.

4. Assists in coordinating.advisory:Committee 'Meetings.

5. Assists in coordinatftg,the student Vocational Organization.

6. Performs other duties as may be. assighed,him- or fierby the 1:,siness

and office education_ supervisor.

Qualifications

Education: 'A bachelor's degree in business anci!office.edtCation..._
;.:Z-

2. Credentials: .Vocational certification by the stateAellArtgle0X.At
educan_is:/reqyired.

3. Experience': Previous teaching exPOience in A VOptional schpoljs__
required. A miniMum Of three years OfaCtiJarviork exoepience in-an
office setting is also required by state regulattod.

4. Required Skills: Expertise in using arid teaching_word,Orocessing

equipment is required.

5. Personal Characteristics: Demonstrated ability inleadergrIO.,,,Per-

sistence, and-ability to work cooperatively withAther te4hert'and,,
employers of office workers is required.

Salary

Between $
tions.

and $ , depending upon experience ahd sualifica-
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SAMPLE 6

4cdro,EstIt1OtiONi=-;SECRETARIAL,

" "

Po'siVOn;flitle: Word r-otesibr Ofier4tdr,';`

;

- r

The word processor operator is respOnstble for preparing all
ch.40s,.correspondence, and other materials in which the word prcicestf,ng'_,

.

ectutpitietit is US'ett. .
.

Major Alesponsiti 1 i ti es .

1. Prepares drafts of materials from notes and verbal directions. ,

2 . Prepares final copy orthaterials, adding dr deleting information as
necessary.

3. Sets up and maintains files of materials prepared on the word': Pro-,
cessing equipment, keeping tapes when appropriate. :

4. Assists,Rrofessional staff in learning the utility of Word proCetting
equipment to streamline paperwork flow.

,QuAlffications

Educ-ation-: Completion of a vocational, office' edudation- rogriiir
required as well as evidence of training in the use of word proce
ing equi pment.

-2..,,;!;-,E*,perience: Previous, job experience using word Pr9ce.,4041§.':01,41Pqe.ilt
in 4n office_ setti ng is requi red. .

3. Requi red Skills : Experti se i n the use ,or word processingequ

ment i s es senti al . The ability to:use Aittattncesp.4000;k1A;:,:,.
requiTecli.

4. Personal Characteristi Demonstratecti.pi:044otipn# 1.:0
rutty to work cooperatively with 'others is reciti11404.,,

44

Salary

Between $

tions.

and $
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SAMPLE 7

PERSONNEL REQUEST FORM

t

SOUTHWEST SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Personnel Services

After completing this form in full, submit it to the Office of,Personnel Services.

Position Title Auto Mechanics Instructor Department Vocational Eduiation

Position Supervisor G. T. Adams Budget Account 8231

Proposed Salary Range $12,500 tat- $14,000 Date Required 9/1/81

Type of Appointment: ['Administrative pgg Instructional ['Classified e4v11 Service
(Check one box)

THE POSITION TO BE FILLED IS:
(Check applicable boxes below)

DA previously authorized new position

BA vacant position: the former incumbent of the position was Dan Jones

O A temporary vosition (From: To:

O A part -tige position ( FTE)

RIA full -time'position (10CM FIE)

List theininimom qualifications below (indicate the level and/or field of education or
equivalent experience; special knowledge or skills; special hours required; shift sched-
ule, ets:). . .

-

B.A. degree preferred. Seven years experience as auto mechanic required. Experience
with foreign cars is necessary. Hours are 3-5 Monday through Friday.

Briefly describe below the major duties and responsibilities of the vacant or new posi-
tion.

Classroca and shop instruction 1n all phases of auto repair with exception of automatic
transmissions. Maintain inventory of repair parts, be responsible for billing, payment,
and department bookkeeping.

Approved: Department Head

Di rector

(or representative

Date

Date

a-

FOR OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES ONLY

Oate Received 1 Date Posted Position Reference Number

35
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Activity

S.

Develop a complete job de-scription for one of the following

situations:

If you are situated in an actual secondary or postsec-

ondary institutton, you can develop a job description for

a position in the institution for which a job description

(or current job description or adequate job description)

does not presently exist.

If you are situated in a university setting, .you can

develop a job description for a university position (e.g.

a dAlmrtmental secretary) or for the administrative posi-

,
tion you ultimately hope to hold:

Your resource person may specify a particular position

that your job description should cover.

After you have developedyour job description, use the "Job

Description Checklist," pp. 37-38, to evaluate your work.

36
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Name

Date

JOB DESCRIPTION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that each

of the following performance components was not accomplished, partially accom-
plished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circumstances, a per- . .

formance component was not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in

the N/A box

I. The job description includes information concerning:

a. the title of the position

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

b. the primary function of the person who fills that 0 0 0role
.

c. thé-M---ajor respdhsibilitet and-duties involved-

d. the educational preparatio2equired

e. previous experiences requ

f. skills required (technical, interpersonal, supple-

mentary)

g. the salary ran0 for the position

2.. The job description,provides criteria that are:

a. consistent with personnel policies

b. really necessary for the job

c. measura6le

37,
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE..
S.

i° if- 44P

d. practical 0 a El
e. reasonable in number 0 .0 1...;1

3. The job description clearly outlines the expectations
'\ that the institution has for the person who is ulti-

mately hired for that position

Level of Performande: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any

item receives a NO or PARTIAL response, review the material in the information
sheet, "Establishing Selection Criteria," pp. 25-35, revise your job descrip-
tion accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.

Aell"
You may wish to locate and review sample job description's for

a variety of staffing levels. These can be located by check-

s/Optional ing with your resource person, local educational institutions,
Aaivity state education department, or the library. As you review

each job description, you may wish to use the items on theft. ' "Job Description,Checklist," pp. 37-38, to rate its adequacy.

\i
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Learning Experience Ill

OVERVIEW

_PM10310,11Ae_ceginixed readingx.critime the perfor-
oLoJml admtntstrator-in a given case studyin recruit-

Iñg
"

-000dites-tc0111 a-position._

10y.,May WtO:to. interview an experienced administrator to
detertniAe_what methods _he/she usei_to recruit candidates.

_

ou will 1* reading the 'ease $tudy," p. and:critiquing

11-404.40mce.of the administrator described.

01-AitaiyAting_yonc_onetencY th crittglitag the_
_mfaiiratoes_terformance reCruiting_dandidates ty

000ating-Your compieted critique with the i'Modef tritique,", _ , _
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Activity How can you ensure that the most qualified candidates are aware
of and apply for the positions you have open? How can you be
sure that you are reaching those you wish to hire? For infor-

mation on how and where to focus your recruitment efforts, read
the following information sheet.

RECRUITING CANDIDATES

To recruit candidates for nonprofessional or noninstructional positions
(clerical, custodial% cafeteria, etc.), normal community channels can be used:
in-house posting, word of mouth, employment agencies, and classified ads in
the newspaper.

Recruitment of professional staff requires a different approach. First,

it should be noted that the job market is such that, for some areas, the

institution will receive innumerable unsolicited applications. Or, there may

be someone in-house who deserves the job. These situations do not nullify the

need to recruit. If you are to ensure that you are meeting federal guidelines
for providing equal opportunity, you must adequately publicize each available
position.

In some technical areas, wide publicity will be a necessity because
instructors are in short supply. As one educator said, "just try to locate

40
agriculture and machine trades teachers currently."

There are a number of ways to facilitate recruitment by (1) the contacts

built, and (2) the materials prepared. Ot course, one fundamental recruitment
device is to have an institution that is hown for having attractive condi-

tions: good salaries, good fringe benefits, differentiated staffing, humanis-
tic leadership practices, opportunity for experimentation, and SQ on.

Contacts to Build

Teacher training institutibns should be a prime target. This means

developing and maintaining regular contact with appropriate persons at each

institution identified. Certainly institutions located in the immediate area

or within the state should be contacted. However, it is important to tap out-

side sources, also, to ensure a balanced and varied staff. You dr personnel

staff may also need to identify institutions that prepare eachers in special-
ized areas--teachers who are normally Aifficult to locate..

These teacher training inttitutions need to be kept informed abqut both

your institution and any vacancies available. Their placement officer can-be

sent materials and invited to visit the institution or district. This is a

normal process to follow; you provide them with material oe information and-
hope that it filters down to the prospective teachers. Yop can conduct a more

41
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active recruitment campaign by going directly to the prospective teachers. An

administrator, recruiter, personnel staff member, or teacher from your insti-
tution can go to the campus of the teacher training institution to participate
in campus career days, set up a temporary recruitment center, or speak to a

class. If you are seeking a particular "type" of teacher (female, minority
group member), you could send a teacher of that type'to do the.recruiting.

Employment agencies, especially those specializing in teachers or educa-
tors, are another source. Persons at these agencies need to be contacted ,

regularly to build good relationships, and they need to be sent. up-to-date
. ,

materials ancrinformation.

Other sources to consider are employers, community organizations, union
officials, and friends. Especially in the technical and industrial areas,
these may be your best sources for prospective teachers. Appropriate staff at

your institution need to make sure such people are kept informed of vacancies
you are trying to fill. The person operating a local TV repair shop just may

be your next electronics teacher.

Other Places to Post Vacancies

There are several other places where vacancy notices can be posted. Your

own staff or student tetchers (if you have such) need to be notified and have
the opportunity to apply. You should, therefore, post a notice on your oWn

institution's bulletin board or in its newsletter. You can also have the

notice sent to other secondary and postsecondary institutions in the area.
Ads can be placed in local newspapers, major newspapers sold nationally (e.§.,
the New York Times), professional newspapers (e.g.,. Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation), and TaFssional journals serving_the area in which the vacancy has,
occurred.

Materials and Information to Provide

In general, three types of information should be provided to your
recruitment contacts: information about (1) the institution or specific

programi4 (2) the vacanciesPavailable, and .(3) your.satisfaction with.the
performance of persons previously hired through thdt source.

Institutional/program information can, of course, be provided in person

or by telephone. It is, however, most efficient to also provide printed
information for placement persons, teacher trainers, and prospective teachers

to refer to. Brochures or fliers can do the job nicely. Most important is to
update these MiTEFTigreg6571-Tas needed and to send copies of any new mate-
rtals,to your employment sources.

The device most often used to provide information about job openings is
the position vacancy notice. This is generally simply a compilation of the
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information from the job description and the personnel request form--often in
an abbreviated fashion--as follows:

Position Information

.Position title

Institution hiring

Starting time (date position available)

Full- or part-time

Length of position (if it is a temporary position; e.g., as a result
of a two-year government grant)

Salary range or conditions

General Information (optional)

Brief description of institution

Brief description of program

Position Description

Primary function

Major responsibilities and duties

Qualifications: education, credentials, experience, required_skills,

. personal characteristics

Additional comments

Application Directions

Who to contact (name, address, phone number)

Whacf6e4d (e.g., application, resume, transcript)

Last date applications will be accepted

Equity Statement

"An equal opportunity, affirmative action edifloyer," for example

Sample 8 shows an example of a position vacancy notice. Brevity is important

if you want candidates to bother to read the notice, but it is equally impor-
tant to provide all key information.

The development of a classified advertisement requires a special talent.
One must include the key information, while keeping the ad as brief as pos7

sible. There needs to be enough information to ensure that the right candi-
dates--the qualified candidates--apply, but spaceis limited. The following
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two classified ads from the Chronicle of Higher Education are examples of the io
typical length and content of such ads:

$osner led Selene*: Cesare! Wyoming
Celletitreutteusavilicatieu for a one-

pukka la secretor
Mar science. AppLicants should have a
bachelor's degree with Wm& prep-
&radon la secretarial science as well

succenstIll tucking sod work wide'
Menet. Salary dependent upon quali-
fications. Starting date Ls August 24,

JUL Applications must be received by
June 12; MIL Include resume of work
experience, *dumdum/ background
and three current fatten of moos-
meadatioa. Apply l Patiicia Kurd.-
vast, Persouel Officer, cameral Wy-
=Ind College. Riverton, WYmning
OWL CWC is an Equal Opportuaky
Employer.

Ileerelertal Sefton: Instruct- orNilit-
lag LecturerDepartment of Sure-
tarial Science wishes to attract 1 vie-
Mu Mauer for the Fall Semester
ISOL Muter's Degree la Realness Ed .
ucatice required. 'ruching maritime
in self-paced instruction in Typing,
Gregg, Medical, Legal, and Adminis-
trative Shorthand, Accounting, and
Word Proceuing. -Relevant business
experience abd teaching experience at
a community college highly desirable.
Salaries highly competitive. AppUca.
dons must be received by June I, INL
Seed Maumee to: Ma. MariJean Har.
molds, Department` Head, Depart-
ment of Secretarial Science, Comets

in Strut 34 South

lala M07. Affirmative Action.
OPPortunitY Employer.

The third type of information to be provided is in the nature of feed-

back. If you have hired staff through a particular institution or agency, you

need to be sure that they are Informed about how well those staff are perform-

ing on the job. If they are recommending (or eveb training) persons who are

not performing adequately on the job, they need to know this so they have the

opportunity to rectify the situation. On the other hand, they will appreCate

a verbal pat on the back if your new-hire turns out to be top-notch.

t-
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SAMPLE 8

POSITION VACANCY NOTICE.

Guilford Technical Institute
Jamestown, North Carolina 27282

January 26, 1981

DEAN OF ADMINISTRATION

[An Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Institution]

Applications are invited for the position of Dean of Administration.

THE INSTITUTION

Guilford Technical Institute (GTI), one of the largest of the 58 units in the

North Carolina System of Community Colleges and Technical Institutes, is

located in Guilford County. Its main campus is in Jamestown, and two addi-

tional centers are located in the neighboring cities of Greensboro and High

Point. GTI serves a countywide population of more than 320,000 residents.

Its annual enrollment exceeds-7,000 curriculum students, and an additional

25,000 persons are enrolled in extension courses. A growing, forward-looking

institution, the school employs approximately 300 full-time staff members and

411 offers more than 44 certificate, degree, and diploma programs.

POSITION DESCRIPTION

The dean of administration is the chief officer for administrative and support

services. Reporting directly to the president, the dean serves as the chief

executive of GTI in the absence of the president.

Five administrative directors repor irectly to the dean. They are the

directors of personnel/complianc , pub ic instruction; development, research

and planning; physical plant an security; and administrative,data processing.

The dean is responsible for personnel management, including recruitment and .

selection of employees; federal-state compliance activities; institutional

policies and procedures; evaluation and goal-setting. He/she must provide

leadership for developing-a high-quality,marketing plan and for maintaining

effective public relations. Other responsibilities include inititutional

planning, procurement of external funding, and'conducting practical research.

This administrator will manage construction projects, physical plant opera-

tions and campus security; and will develop, implement, and supervise an

information system to provide broad, economical, high-quality computer ser-

vices. He/she will function as the legal representative for the institution

and will work closely with GTI's.ettorneys, with various compliance agencies,
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-_,,education,, and legi,slative bodies. The dean will also, play a
div 110,.ng, a systematic budgeting process for the ipstitmtton.

, ,
A '-`1EICAIIIONS,',,

-see s: .40, individual _of proven administrative abil ity to assume the lea
417.s..1p,,Tole in..rnanagement .of its administrative services., The .S),ICCat.s.f1.11

4.an4idOet-Aust...bephi1osopehicAlly committed,..td. the. compteherts,,10,...doMmUllitY
college phcept. Helshe must have demonstrated skill s, knowledge., and experi,
"e9,,C..im all, areas of responsibil ity indicated in the 'position description.

ADOOktION/DidEE .REQUIREMENTS

ilinimum of master's degree in management/business administration, or doctorate
Odati on or vocational education administratibh. Educational prep-

Aration, should reflect a strong background in personnel administration,tbusir
neis _apd school law, budget preparation and control , contract management,

'4_ter science, and public relations.,

-.t0ERI:EADE

Minimum, of eight to ten years of administrative experience, with five of thds:e
yoft; ih top-leVel administrative position(s).

iSALARY:

ange, :ot ,O00-$34,000

DEADLIK

RLICAT OCEDD-At8,

gtt#r.rpf applicatjon,, complete resume, and adadem
e-Jtifrrent -IetterS, of-, recoMmendati on sent, to--:

Diredtdr,-of:Perionnel
--'1.iiii.foro'ItctrniCal Institute

.-iplio-sowryt.Notth,

APPOINTMENT. DATE

July 1, 1981

.

F901:pit;4.7AWgt of .Ydgr 1.4tor And .r4u.V.- by sendn you a GJI a,
be..domOl eted and (returned tO' th aboVe addresi.

46
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You may wish to arrange through your resource.person to visit
and interview an experienced administrator at the secondary or
postsecondary level to deterTine what methods he/she uses to

recruit candidates. Before the interview takes place, you'

should prepare a :fist of questiont, such A the following, that

you wish to have answered:

What channels are normally used in announcing various

positions?

Wh'at special channels are used? Why? When?

With whom do you maintain-contact or the purpose of

recruitment? How are these Contacts built and maintained?

What materials and information do you provide to promote

recruitment?

Do you have sample position vacancy notices I can

review?

The following "Case Study" describes how a vocational/techni-

cal administrator recruited c'andidates to ffll a position.

Read the situation and critique in writing the performance of

the administrator described:, what did he do correctly, what

did he do incorrectly, and What should he have done instead?

CASE STUDY

Mr. Ed Bertucci was A seasoned administrator, and he knew how to make the

system work. When one of his electronics instructors retired, Mr. Bertucci

was prepared. He had his secretary pull the job description for the position

and all the relevant fjles of applicants that had been accumulating in his

- well-kept active files. He was'pleased to find that there were several'excel-

lent prospects represented there. Half his work was done.

Consequently, he sent letters to these apl'olcants announcing that a

position was open and asking them to notify his office if they were still

available and ifliterested. He. spent a lot,of time on the letters. He was a

persuasive writer, and he worked to sell the school, which was well-known to

offer good salaries, benefits, and working conditions. He also inchided a

colorful new brochure about the school and community. ;

pleased with his effortS, he sat back to await the responses.
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Compare your completed written critique of the "Case Study"

with the "Model Critique" given.below. Your response need not

exactly duplicate the model response; however, you 'should hoye

-covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE

We wish Mr. Btertucci luck, but his wait may be a long and futile one.

Keeping well-organized files and being a persuasive writer probably won't be

enough to do the job needed. Those two skill;, while useful, are only part of

the total effort required. It would not be surprising if those *excellent

prospects" were no longer available. It is rare for a candidate to notify all

contacts that he or she has gotten a job. More crucial, however, assume one

or more of those prospects--all white males--were available, and one was even-

tually hired. Mr. Bertucci would be hard put to prove that equal opportunity

employment was alive and well and living in his school.

Mr. Bertucci should have done exactly as he did. But in addition, he

should have posted and advertised ;Le position: in school, in local elec-

tronics firms, and so on. He Should have_a system of contacts--employment

agencies, employers, educational institutions--that could be notified of the

vacancy. Only by publicizing the position,adequately can he be sure of both

40
results and equity.

in short, Mr. Bertucci should have used his excellent verbal powers of,

persuasion to prepare a position vacancy notice and to alert and attract a

wider aUdienCe.--

Level of Performance: Your completed written critique should have covered

the same major points as the "Model Critique." If you missed some.points or

have quesTTEFIT about any additional points you made, review the material in

the information sheet, "Recruiting Candidates," pp. 41-46, or check with your

resource person if necessary.

S.
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Learning Experience IV

OVERVIC;

.___After___ompleting the regKired. teaditg, ctfxê
matte of an administrator in _a ify-.-an -cas:istud
and screening inforMation conderifi-

_

you will be reading the information :We,
Screening Information toncerning Candidate

_

You may wish to interview an experiehced adMitiiitta
determine what devices he/She uses to 9atjlerTnfmatJ
about candidates and how that intormatiOri

You will be reaffing -the °Case Sitidy,1? pp. 77 Iti,d7tr,
=

tiquing the performance of tVe administrite. escrWed.::
.

4fou. will be.evaluating your compateicy :fp cr. titiuing
administrator'i performance in gathering ahd tdreening-
information concerning a candidate 'by confriari14yOid tOF -7
pleted critique with the !Model Critiquer;"Pp.
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Activity You know who you wish to hire (e.g., a counselor), and you know

what Criteria this person should possess. How, then, do you

determine if the candidates who apply meet those established

criteria? Informati n is needed. For information about how to

gather and screen i ormation about prospective employees--what

devicesiand techniq es to use--read the following information

sheet.

GATHERING AND SCREENING INFORMATION CONCERNIN*NDIDATES

(

As an administrator with responsibility for selecting personnel, you

have two basic tasks to perform. First, you must determine what information-

gathering devices will be used for which positions. The following devices are

enerally used to gather information about prospective staff:

Application form

Letter of application

Resume .

Certificates and licenses held

Recommendations

Performance records

Tests

InterOews
_

Second, you must prepare, or arrange for the preparation of, the necessary

devices and techniques. Application forms may need to be developed and repro-

duced. Tests to be required must be selected. Interview procedures should be

established and interviewers selected and, if necessary, trained.

Professional/Instructional Staff

Afiplication Form

The application form should be designed to elicit from candidates all

the basic information about their qualifications so it can serve as an initial

screening device. Generally included are items concerning the following (see

sample 9):

Personal background (e.g., name, address, social security number) .

Educational preparation (e.g., schools attended, degrees earned)

JoNxperience (e.g., places of employment, positions held, respon-

sibirlties, names of immediate supervisors)

References (e.g., names, addresses, phone numbers)

Certification (e.g., certified or certifiable, what kind, what area)



-

SAMPLE 9
,

,40,0**0_600:-

-

citr- 4tati ZIP

I. Pi;riOnail liatkgreund

kain. Date

Present-Address
Street and Number

oily--

Permanent iddreis

City

&at,
Telephone-It. !ea

Strwt and Number

Telephone (
stata -Area C6de

Social Security Number

II. Educational Preparation
Date of Degree

Name/Address Graduation Received

Elernentary
'School

Nigh tchoor

TEhnicil

.

401-cir 045149.4

dol*ges or
UniVireitiet

4
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NOTE: This application form should be accompanied by an official transcript showing complete
academic record-of all work beyond high school.

What do yOu beheve to be the primary objectives of education in the UnitedStateSToday7(LiStbri6fly)

dance

Teachind Experience:

1. Place Address

Superintendent

Dates Involved Total Months

Grades Taught Subjects Taught

Annual Salary Number Teachers Employed

2. Place Address

Superintendent

Dates involved Total Months

Grades Taught Subjects Taught

Annual Salary Number Teachers Employed

Occupational Job Experience:

1. Place Address

Supervisor

Position

ResponSibilities

551-
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itio

s =

, -

PsiSitiOn

piblilties
Address

'VS'i-Jpervitor

Position_

Responsibilities

Military Eirperlenbi: -Yes No _ Number of Months

SubstitUte_.

Please'place a check in the appropriate blank indicating the type of Institution in which you wish to b4
AS:Signed:

Hith-sood:
eaNbcational-School_

tical:School .
_ _

#01[Or-C-.Ommunity r.ollege

.LisfAe itil4f)014.0w1310:Ceitified to teackin the orde_r_blyourprelierence
_

Tel -NO.Sir4iter Hours

,

8.rd-

-41th '

,
V. Certification

No, Semester Hours
No. Semester Hours
No. Seinester Hours

POr Whit leyegsl'are-YOU-terti ?

ft,(1#44,-**Cg#are* certifiedi
Wiiat,typii of Ortifibation do You hold 4-year provitional, ar.proyisional, permanent or fifer_ _ :
CitificaeWumbör Exp1on

ti,ii-Oilotke4id-.a.-ciifffitate, ilave-yott Made application-for same?- Yes

56
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VI. References

Give the name of the college or university placement officer at the placement office Cv.here you are
registered or the name of your college supervisor of student teaching. Also, give the names of superin-
lendents and principals at the schools in which you most recently held positions.

1

2.

3

Name

P

_

Official Position
..

,

..

57

Address

41,

Mb,
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The application usually also states, if applicable to the position, that the
applicant should arrange to have college transcripts forwarded, and it may
include an essay question designed to determine the applicant's views toward
some facet of educa.tion. .Sometimes, an autobiography is requested.

4-One additional item, which is sometimes included_on the application form,
concerns how the applicant happened to apply for a position at that particular
institution. Referred by a friend? Referred by an agency? Newspaper ad?
Posted notice? Other? By,asking such a question, you'can determine what
recruitment techniques are or could be most effective.

Your institution certainly need not start from scratch in.developing an
application form. EXamples abound. You could.start by getting samples from
schools, businesses, and industries locally. By r viewing these, you can get
good ideas for how your own should be designed. A few guidelines should be
followed as you prepare this form, as follows:

Ask questions covering only bona fide occupational qualifications
(BFOQs)--It is 'illegal to ask. questions (sex, race, marital status)
that have no relevance to the candidate's ability to do the job.

Provide adequate, clearly and.simply stated directions--If you want -

the applicant to print or use pen, say so. If you want the job experi-
ences for only the last Mr years, or only related to the position
sought, or listed in a particular order, say so. Make sure each ques-
tion or item provides enough information that the applicant knows what
is being asked for. One way to ensure that this is so is to pilot test
the form with a group of people before you print the final versions.

Design a simple and pleasing format--Content is not the sole concern
in designing a form. The format can make an enormous amount of differ-
ence to the person trying to fill out the form (anNo the person try-
ing to review a completed form). Make sure enough Oace is provided
for eadh response. Don't cram too much into a small space, making it
hard to read. Forms are sometimes designed with the chief criterion
being that all information fit onto the two sides of a singAe sheet of
paper. That's not an adequate criterion. The form needs to be read-
able and usable. Nothing is more frustrating than being asked on a
form to fit a five-inch response into a one-inch space.

When an applicant completes and submits this form, you should be able to
tell a good deal about his/her qualifications and overall skills and abili,
ties. The information goes beyond the responses provided; alSo important is
how the applicant completed the form. What is important will vary depen-ding
on the job sought, but the questions you should be asking yourself are the
following: -

Is the handWriting neat and legible?

Is the spelling accurate?
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Were directions followed?

Was all required information provided? If not, this may indicate

carelessness or a desire to hide certain information.

The prospective professional staff member whose completed form is incomplete

and sloppy, whose words are misspelled, and whose responses do not comply with

the directions given is probably not a good candidate.

In regard to the actual responses given, you should be able to.tell if

the candidate possesses the credentials, experience, and education required

for the position sought. For example, you will know if the prospective Sec-

ondary teacher (1) has a degree with a major or minor in education, (2) has

any teaching experience, and (3) is or can be certified in your state.

Letter of Application/Resume

The informed applicant will supplement his/her application with a letter

of application and a resume._ The letter of application generally is the first

;point of contact. The applicant uses this letter (1) to introduce him/her-

self, (2) to indicate the sort of position he/she is seeking and what has

attracted him/her to your institution, and (3) to request'an application and

further information.

14
:6w

The resume is a snort summary of an applicant's qualifications. It most

0 often covers the same sorts of information as required on the application

form. However, the resume allows the applicant to decide which information to

provide and in what order so as to put his/her best foot forward. It allows

him/her, for example, to include additional releyant experiences not asked for

in the application form.

What can you tell about the applicant from these two items? To a tertain

extent, you can tell that this person has taken the time to determine the

right way to apply for a job--that the person is earnest and desires to be

thorough. You can also learn additional information about the applicant's

background, experiences, trainin, and reasons for applying for the job. And;

once again, the quality of the items--neatnes5% spelling, sentence structure,

organization7-can tell you more about the applicant's concern for accuracy,

detail, thoroughness, and excellence.

Certificates/Licenses

At the secondary level, and at the postsecondary level in some states,

the prospective teacher must hold-a teaching-certificate or be Certifiable in

the state, at the level and in the subject to be taugft. tIn cases in which

the candidate comes straight from industry, this may be a temporary or one-

year vocational certificate, good for a specified number of years during which

the teacher must earn a regular certificate. Early in the selection process,

you can request simply that the candidate state that he or she is or can be
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---)certified. Before hiring the candidate, however, you ust have proof,off
certification.

The certificate can tell you a great deal. It meansthat this can idate
meets the criteria set by the state for its teachers. This can include com-
pleting specified courses, maintaining an acceptable grade point average, and
passing certain teacher examinations. It tells you that the candidate meets
at least minimum standards, as defined by'your state.

Licensing comes into play primarily in the health-related occupations and
cosmetology. Teachers of these subjeCts, Psychologists, and school nurses,
fdr example, must be licensed. The license, like the teacher certificate,
indicates that the holder meets the minimum standards required, as measured

7 by course work, clinical experience, and licensing examination.

Recommendations

Generally, one part of the application form asks the applicant to list
the names, addresses, and phone numbers of persons who could provide recom-
mendations for him/her--attest to his/her employability. The magic number of
names to be listed seems to be three, or at least three. The_directions for
this section of the form need to specify how many names should be listed and
what types of persons they should be. Relatives are usually not to be listed.
Former employers, high school teachers, college professors are commonly asked
for.

For recent college graduates, the process of acquiring inputs from those
listed is often quite simple. The prospective teacher can ask each of the
references to prepare a letter of re ndation, and then he/she can hav.e

each of those letters filed in th college or university placement office.
Copies of these letters can then be sent to each place at which the prospec-
ive teacher-applies. This is a more efficient system, requiring the least

repetition of effort.

In other cases, you or someone on your staff will need to contact each of
the references listed by phone or letter to secure their input. Before so
doing, you need to check the laws governing this area. In some'places, jt is
illegal to contact former employers by phone without the express consent of
the applicant. This is designed to protect the applicant from an unfair nega-
tive recommendation, provided by an employer with whom he/she had a personal-
ity conflict, for example.

Information available from references has limitations. The former
employer you cannot contact because the applicant will not give his/her con-
sent may be the one person who can tell you that this prospective instructor
was consistently absent, antagonistic, and careless--information you need to
know. Too, applicants tend, naturally, to list only persons they know will
provide a positive reCommendation. Furthermore, many people are reluctant
to say anything bad about a former (or soon to be former) employee, for good
and bad reasons. The boss who wants to be rid of a poor employee--secure in.
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AK his/her tenured position--does not want to hinder his/her chances of getting

a job elsewhere. Some references fear legal action if they provide a negative

recommendation. Laws designed now to protect employees from unfair treatment

,

unfortunately also sometimes make it: difficult_ and,extremely time consuming

to dismiss a poor employee. A great.deal of documentation is required. The

employer who has not maintained such a record of documentation is liable

should he or she provide a poor recommendation unsubstantiated by records.

Mostly, however, it's just a matter of good-heartedness. It's not easy

to sit in judgment of another, so one tends'to give the benefit of the doubt.

One searches for good things to say and either ignores or downplays the bad.

This is not to say that recommendations istre valueless--only that they should

be used as only one source of information, balanced with information secured

from other sources.

One way of acquiring the most objective references possible is to design

a form for the references to complete, requiring standardized responses. The

r4ference can, of course, supplement the form with a letter providing addi-

tional information should they desire. Sample 10 shows a form that could be

used for this purpose.

Performance records. If the candidate has been enrolled in a training

program that requires the passing of performance tests (e.g., a performance/

competency-based program), you may have access to the records of the candi-

date's performance on these tests. For example, you are presently reading an

information sheet in a competency-based adminiStrator education Module. To

110
demonstrate competency in the skill covered by this module--selecting school

personnel--you should perform the skill in an/actual situation. Your per-

formance would be assessed by your resource person using the "Administrator

Performance AsSessment Form" at the end Qf the module. Pre- and inservice

teachers in programs using the Nafional Center'S PBTE ModUles have their-per-=-

formance evaluated using similar checklists. If the completed assessment

forms (or a summary of the dataon these forms) are available to you for a

given candidate, you can tell_emctly what,skills the candidate possesses--at

what level.

Another form of performance record, which is becoming slightly more com-

mon, is the videotaped-performance record. You may require or the.candida

may voluntarily provide a videotape showing his/her performance in presenting

a. lesson or executing sale other relevant'Sicill. If this type of record is

avajlable to you, it can be extremely valuable. It allows you to actually

see the candidate "in action," thus giving you a firmer basis--a more objec-

tive basis--upon which to make selection decisions. ,

Tests

You can require that prospective candidates take tests to-prOve their

qualifications. These can be standardized national or state,tests, which the

candidates take on their own; test scores can then be submitted to you. Or

you can devise your own local tests.
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SAMPLE 10

--hat-lati011ed-tfOra---teaching7,900ti* 11:70,001Ool-
,system and has given your naine as a reference.

,

Please be kind enough to fill In the form below and -return ft O. this ,Pftke
as soon aS possible.

All frank and honett information that' you may see fit to include on.this -form-
will- be treated as confidential.

Personality and poise
Moral character
-Sense of responsibility
Critical judgment
Breadth of general knowledge
Potential os a teacher
Community service .

Imagination and probable, creativity
Understanding of others
Ability to express ideas
Professional awareness and ethics

If you' are a former,'employer, please
rate the foil owing tems

Ability to work without supervision
Attendance
Attitude toward authority
Attitude toward subordinates
Motivation and drive
Learning -speed- --

Physical energy ,

Candidate's greatest asset?

Chief 'weakness?

Excel-
lent Good.. ,Fair Poor - n ,

.
.

z4.--

>

..

_

.. . . _
_

,

...

,..,..- .

General Comments (Please 'Use reverse side if negessary)

Thank you far your' t ught and consideration.
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411
Local tests. On -the simplest level, you may (as part of the interview,

for example) ask the candidates to respond to some simple test items that

attempt to get at their attitudes toward education and their role in it.

Candidates can be asked to list their likes (and dislikes) about education

or some aspect of it. They can be given a fist of elements (e.g., a list of

typical job responsibilities) and be asked to rank them from favorite to'least

favopite.'

Some institutions and districts have formalized this testing process

through the establishment of an assessment center where candidates take a

battery of tests related to job skills, -knowledge, and attitUdes. Simulation

experiences (e%g., in-basket exercises) in which the candidate is asked to

respond to a hypothetical situation or solve a.problem are common. Writing

ability can also-be assessed, as can job-related knowledge.

The crucial consideration whenever you administer such tests is to ensure

tnat tne tests are fair, reliable, and valid, and that they measure only job-

related elements." If your tests require non-job-related information or can-be

perceived to discriminate unfairly on the basis of race, sex, and so on, you

can expect compraints, which may lead to legal action.

State tests. Some states are developing their own teacher examinations,

primarily for certification purposes. Two such states are Florida and

Georgia. In Florida, a Florida Teachers Examination has been developed based

on 23 generic teacher competencies identified by educators in Florida. The

one-day exam is exclusively paper and pencil, covering basic skills (reading

411
and writing) and professional skills. Technical skills are not covered, but

Florida uses the National Occupational Competency Testing Institute (NOCTI)

to assess skill in this area. Teachers wishing to be certified in Florida

must take the Florida Teachers ExaMination; it is mandated by legislature.

: In Georgia, a setef Teacher Performance Assessment Instrumea&NOPAI)

has been developed to provide performance criteria for certifying beginning

teachers. The three certification instruments cover (1) teaching plans and

materials,..(2) classroom procedures, and (3) interpersonal skills. Skill in

these areas is measured through review of teacAer-prepared.portfolios of ;

plans for a unit, through interviews, and through observations by trained

observers/evaluators.

National Teacher Examinations (NTE). Developedand administered by the

Al Educational Testing Service (ETS), the NTEare, according to the ETS 80-81

Bulletin of Information, "Standardized, cure'testS that orb-vide objective

_measures df academic achievement for c lege seniors completing teacher edu-

cation programs and for advanced candi tes .4ho have received additional

training in specific fields." The tests administered t ee tim s a year

(November, Fehruary, and April) at,ETS-supervised centers thr the

United States. Each test requireP'one day to administer and covers three

major domains; general education, professional education, and subject-field

specialization. The three-hour mornihg session covers- "Common Examinations

and Teaching-Area Examinations," which include (1) professional education;

.
(2) written English expression; (3) science and mathematics; and (4) social
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studies,.literature, and the fine arts. The two-hoar afternoon session covers
one s ecialized teaching area. Tests are available in 26 areas, including
"aiini ration and supervision, business education:home economics education,
and-indu trial arts edlication.

The tests are machine scored, and after scoring, ETS forwards a confi-
dential report of the scores to each candidate and to the school systems or
colleges designa ed by him/her. According to ETS, the test results are "used
by local sctoo di ricts as one factor in the initial selection of staff
members, in- th ssignment of staff members to teaching situations, and in
helping to i tify staff-members for school leadership roles. The examina-
tions are be ny tilized by states as an element in teacher certification
and as e sou e o objective data for conducting research on the quality of
teacher educa thin a state. Colleges use NTE results in evaluating
their teacher ion pFograms and in counseling students.seeking teaching
positions."

The examinations have been thoroughly tested and found to be valid. In

addition, in a suit, 'H.E.A. v. Soufh Carolina," the United States Supreme
Court affirmed the decision of a three-judge Federal District Court, which had
upneld tne use of the NTE in the state's certification and compensation sys-
tem. In its April 1977 ruling, the federal three-judge panel stated, "There
is ample evidence in_ the record of the content validity of the NTE . . . The

NTE have been demonstrated to provide a useful mea§ure of the extent to which
prospective teachers have mastered the content of /heir teacher training pro-
grams."

Bear in mind, however, that this is a measure of what teachers know,
not what they can do. A person can obtain a perfect score and yet--because
of a lack of enthu-siasm, a monotone voice, and a marked dislike for slower
learners or other such characteristics--be a terrible teacher. As with all
other information-gathering devices, this type of test is only useful if it
is used in concert with other devices.

ETS is generous with its,promotional and descriptive materials. By writ-
ing to ETS, you Can obtain a newsletter, an annual bulletin of information,

.a technical handbook, guidelines for use, brochures for each examination
(including sample test items), a list of institutions that use the scores, and
many other helpful materials. Their address is National -Teacher Examinations;
Educational Testing Service; Box 911-P; Princeton, NJ 08541.

.41

National OccupatiOnal Competencyaesting Institute 00CTI). NOCTI is
a not-for-proftt-consortium of states, formed In 1973, which has supported
the development,of 49 Lompetency tests relating to 40 different occupations,
administered through 28 area test centers in 26 states. Jhe tests, developed
by skilled tradespersons and test development specialists nationwide, are gen-
erally used to select students into industrial teacher education programs and
to certify industrial teachers. A Teacher Occupational Cbmpetency Testing
(TOCT) instrument is also availabTe. .
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body repair, baking, carpentry, cosmetology, electronics technology, machine
The tests cover such areas as air conditioning and refrigeration, auto

trades, masonry, plumbing, power sewing, quantity food preparation, sheet

metal, and welding. Each test usually requires one day to administer-and

consists of two parts: (1) a two- to four7hour written test of knowledge,

and (2) a two- to six-hour performance test of skills.-`)The written portion

covers such areas as tools and equipment, properties of materials, calcula-

tions used, application of scientific principles to problem solving, safety

procedures, and government regulations. The performance test portion requires

2d)trouble s-hooting, making adjustments and repairs, operating equipment and

machinery, using measuring instruments, and observing safe operating proce-

dures. Additional informWon is available by contacting NOCTI at the follow-

ing address: Rational OccOational Competency Testing Institute; 45 Colvin

'Avenue; Albany, NY 12206.

Interviews

Interviewing iandidates is probably the pivotal information-gathering

activity. Information acquired through,application forms, letters, and

records can certainly tell you a great_deal about the candidate's background,

and qualifications. From referfces, you can even get a view of the candidatk,

through others' eyes. This information allows you to do some initial screen-

ing of candidates--eliminating those who do not meet the criteria specified.

But it is during the interview process that one can meet the candidate as a

whole person and a personality and more certainly determine if he or she is

the right choice. This is both good and bad-

On the good side, the interview gives the interviewer a chance to accom-

plish the following-:

Explore answers given on application, etc., that require more expla-

nation or clarification

ASk questions that go beyond brie information provided prior to the

interview, such as the candidate's philosophy of education, attitudes

toward discipline and students use of chemicals, feelings about his/her

role in the educational process,'and so on

Observe the candidate's "personality" as evidenced by such character-

istics as enthusiasm, poise, appearanc , and so on

Assess the candidate's communication ills (verbs*and nonverbal)

The interview, which should ideally be a dialogue, also gives the candidate

an opportunity to ask questions about the position and the institution or dis-

trict.

On the bad side, the candidate the interviewer "likes" best may not be--

objectively--the best candidate. A candidate with a strong, pleasing person-

alityand with attitudes similar to those-ol, the interviewer--can win over

an interviewer despite the fact that he or she is not the strongest candidate.
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It is for this reason that the interview process must be carefully planned to III
maximize its 4jectivity and that interviewers must be skilled, with training
provided if needed.

SRI Perceiver Academies. Selection Research Inc. (SRI) is a private
research organization, staffed largely by practicing psychologists and support
personnel, which has "sypematically developed an interview selection tech-
nique that objectively identifies (predicts) those persons who are likely to
be successful teachers." SRI offers training through Teacher Perceiver Acad-
emies to train administrators and others to use this interview technique.

During 25 years of research, SRI staff identified and validated those
characteristics that are descriptive of successful teachers and that discrimi-
nate the successful from the unsuccessful teachers. From this data base, a
structured, low stress interview process was developed, which identifies 12
themes (i.e., the qualities of the outstanding teacher) in three broad cate-
gories: (1) the teacher's conceptualization of teaching, (2) the teacher's
relationship skills (e.g., rapport building, listening skills), and (3) the
teacher's ability to provide stimulating, directive activity.

SRI offers introductory seminars, continuation for competentY seminars,
and growth facilitator seminars. The introductory seminar is just that--"an
opportunity to study the process and decide if it is right for you." In con-
tinuation seminars, the trainee studies and codes a minimum of eight I r-

views; a minimum of 32 is required for certification (generally 100 ho
training per person). Growth facilitator'seminars prepare trainees t se he
perceiver interview as a tool for staff development.

Also available through SRI are an Administrator Perceiver Academy, e.Stu-
dent PerceAver Academy, and a Support Services Perceiver Academy. Further
informatiol is available from SRI at the following address: SRI Perceiver
Academies; Selection Research, Inc.; 2546 South 48th Street; P.O. Box 6438;

. Southeast Plaza; Lincoln, NE 68506.

Individual vs. group interviews. The interview process can be time
-consuming. Thus, there is a tendency to leave it in the bands of one or two
persons (e.g., personnel director and principal ordean). _This can lessen
the objectivity however. jhere is an increasing trend toward involving more
people in the process to ensure objectivity. One approach is to have several

. staff members at different levels (personnel director, supervisor, colleagues)
a student representative, a board member, and dbvisory council member, for
example, interview the candidate separately. this can be less threatening to
the candidate than facing a group of interviewers, but it may not be a very
efficient use of time--both fhe candidate's and the staff's. Another option
would be to have one person conduct an interview, followed by an informal
gathering in which others can get to meet and talk with the candidate--and
vice versa.



1111 A group interview, involving the Ccandidate,and several institutional

representatives, can be most efficient'afid objective, given that several con-
ditions are met, as follows: .

The interviewers are prepared, fully.aware of, and in agreement with
the selection criteria and the relative weight of each criterion.
Five interviewers with five very different views of what the candidate
should be like will give you chaos and discussion, not objectivity.

The ease of the candidate must be of prime concern. The interview
must be a discussion among all parties, not a cross-examination.

Facing several "judges" at once can be intimidating to the candidate.
Every effort must be made to promote, instead, a comfortable exchange
of questions and ideas.

A combination of individual and group interviews is also possible. The
initial candidates could, for example, be interviewed by one person (personnel
director or other administrator), who would screen these candidates to select
the best. The best candidates could then be interviewed usinga group or com-
mittee approach.

Bear in mind that there are excellent reasons for involving staff and
students in the interview process. These people will be in direct contact
with whomever is ultimately chosen so their views are important.

Directive vs. nondirective interviews.' Directive interviews involve

411
the use of preselected questions aimed at drawing out information about
the candidate's skills, education, and experience. The advantages of this
approach are as follows:

Interviewers who are less mell trained can be used because the ques-
tions to be asked have all beenlaid out.

Questions can be constructed to meet U.S. Equal EIMIiloyment Oppor-
tunity Commission (EEOC) standards; they can elicit standard responses
that can be compared.

Questions get-directly at factual information to determine the candi-
date's basic qualifications.

There are a number of disadvantages to this approach, however, as'follows:

Other relevant information may be ignored because it is not covered
by te--13FriCted questions.

The "canned" nature of the questions can cause the interview to lack
"flow" and "naturalness," which may make the candidate anxious or reti-
cent.

1. Adapted from Warren D. Robb, "Interviewing Efficiency: Speed and Effec-
tiveness irr Employee Selection," S.A.M. Advanced Mellgement Journal (Spring
1980): 24,.30. 0 1980.by S.A.M., a division of American Management Associa-
tions. Afl rights reserved. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.



Since the interviewer is trained simply to ask questions and record
answers without sho,ving emotion or using any revealing body language,

the interview can ...impersonal or even inhumane.

Nondirective interviews, on the other hand, use open-ended questions

aimed at eliciting the candidates opinions, ideas, and values. For this

approach to work, a person trained in the use of effectisve interview tech-

niques is essential. The advantages V the nondirective interview are as

follows:

It permits the evaluation of the whole person.

Open-ended questions allow the candidate to give detailed informa-

tion.

The interviewer can follow up on responses to ask for further infor-
mation or a related question.

The tone of the interview is comfortable and conversational.

The candidate has an opportunity to demonstrate his/her judgment and
skills in solving problems, making decisions, ating tn a leadership

capacity.

The disadvantages of this approach are as follows:

The interviewer can be subject1W1 bias and selective perception can

creep in.

The time required (or used) for each interview may be excessive.

Clearly, some combination of apProaches would be ideal, one which

includes the advantages of both interview styles. Some structure is needed

to ensure objectivity, equity, and acquisition of all necessary information.

But the atmosphere must be comfortable and humane, and the candidate must
have the opportunity to show his/her true worth and to ask questions.-

Questions to ask. Sample 11 shows a series of questions.that an inter-

viewer could use to structure an interview. In developing the list of lues-

tions to be used as a guide in your institution-, certain rules should be
observed; do not ask the following types of questions:2

Questions that can be answered with a simple yes or no

Unimaginative questions that suggest proAr answers

Questions that are not neutral--that revea interviewer's

attitude

Irrelevant questions or questions not covert BFOQs

.Questions that have already been answered (e.g., on the application

form)

2. Adapted from Gerald F. Clifford, "Criteria and Techniques in the
Recruitment and Selection of Teachers," May 1975. ED 115 601
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SAMPLE 11

INTERVIEW-QUESTIONS

While lengthy, this list of questions is not complete. The questions here
should start you thinking about concerns that are important to you, and the
particular job you are trying to fill. You will notice they all_address one
item at a time. They use 'What," How," and "Why" to make sure the applicant
will give you a full response. _They avoid the use of absolutes like "always"
and "never."0 They do not give away thabcorrect answer. Save certain diffi-
cult questions for late in the interview, particularly those concerning job
performance.

A. Warm-up Questions

1. What made you apply for this position?

2. How did you hear aboutabts,,job.opening?

3. In a brief moment or two, would you summarize your work history and
education?

B. Work History)

1. What special aspects of your Work experience have prepared you for this
job?

2. Can-you describe one or' two of the most important aCcomplishments ir -your
career?

3. What ki ds of supervision have you received on previous jobs? .

4. What kin of supervision have you used with your subordinates?

5. What kinds Of superviSion do you feel are best for the job you are
seeking?

6. tan you des ribe one ar two of your greatest disappointments in your.
career?

7. Why did y u choose to pursue this career field?

8. Why are 1ou leaving your present job? (Or, why did you leave your last
jo 7).

9. What kinds of co-workers do you work with best? Why?

10. Which job, of all the ones you have had, do you like best? Why?

11. What, kind of organizational structure do you prefer to work within?

12. Where would this job fit into your overall career plan?

13. Can you tell me something new that you developed on a previous job (a
- product or procedure that you are particularly-proud of)?
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C. Education and Training

-

. What special asPects_Pf your education or training do you feel have pre-

pared you for this job?

2. How has your education or training helped you perform better in previous

,jobs?

3. What coueses in school have been most influential in helpin0 you do your

job?

4. What areas would you,most like to receive additional training in if you

are selected for this job?

D. Career Goals .

1. a. What kind of job do you see yours

b." Whatdo you-perceivel4s the best

c. How will this job help you achieve

2. What would you most like to accomplish

3. What could make you leave this job?

holding five years. from now?

er path for you?

yoUr career goaTs?

if you are selected for this job?

E. Job Performance

1. Everyone-has strengths and weaknesses as workers. Can you tell me what

your special strong points are?

. When you have been told abbut, or-disEoverdd fdr gaffr5af;-a-probtemEtn-:--

your work performance what have you typically done? Can you give me an

example?

!. Salary and Benefits ,-

1. What kinds of benefits do youAhink arelimPortant in a job?

2. What_ would you ,conside'r to be a good rate of talaiv oowth-ih thisjob?-
..

Why?

3. How did your salary on your previous job-stack up againSt what you feel

you- are worth?
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1
Interview arrangements. Whether you are conducting an interview yourself

or training others to conduct them, consideration must be given to the need to
make careful arrangements for each. interview. Arrangements must be made with
and for the candidate. First, an interview date and time, which ar conve-
nient for both the candidate and interviewer, need to be establi d. The
date and time should be verified with the candidate by phone or letter.

The candidate also needs to know if any special arrang ments have been
made, for example, meeting with the faculty later in the faculty Cafeteria.
At the postsecondary level, a candidate (depending on rank and salary involved
and budget available) may be reimbursed for travel expenses. Candidates need
to be informed concerning such matters. In your correspondence, you need to
make it very clear whether the candidate is traveling to the interview at
his/her own expense or what other arrangements haw been made. At one post-
secondary institution, for example, final candidates were reimbursed for
travel to the interview unless a job offer was made and not accepted. This
tactic is desighp to prevent someone from getting a free trip to, say Aspen,
without any intention of accepting the job.

Second, arrangements for the candidate involve securing a room where the
interview can be held--one where the atmosphere is comfortable and you or
another interviewer will be free from interruptions. Finally, all staff who
are involved need to be notified, and,their exact responsibilities made clear
to them. If there is to be a group interview, for example, the interviewers
need to know when and where this is to occur and what is expected of them.
Will there be a group leader? Where should the candidate be taken following
the interview? Can a definite commitment to hire be made at this time? And
so on. Without thinking through such questions in advance and providing clear
structure to those involved, you can find yourself with confusion. This is
not fair to staff nor does it convey to the candidate a favorabTe picture of
the institution. With proper planning, however, the interview can be a key
device in the staff selection process.

NonprofessiOnal/NoninstruCtional Staff

The selection process for staff at the nonprofessional/noninstructional
level (e.g., clerical, custodial, cafeteria) does not differ a great deal from
the process used for professional/instructional staff. The same principles
hold; the number and type of devices maY vary, however. First, there will

dir
probably be fewer unsolicited applications. Most will be received in response
to a specific classified ad or posted notice. The candidate writes, calls,
or comes in to complete an application form. Thus, there may not be a formal
letter of application, and candidates at this level are less likely to provide
a resume. Nor will there 'generally be any certificates or licenses required.
The following are the devices that are generally used to gather information
about prospective nonprofessional/noninstructionAl staff:

Application form--The form should be tailored to solicit information
pertinent to the job in question. Concerning the prospective .secre-
tary, for example (1) did he/she take secretarial courses in high
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school or at a postsecondary institution, (2) does he/she have secre-

tarial work experience, and (3) can he/she type and/or use shorthand,

and at what speed? Thus, the form will be different from that used for

professional/instructional staff. More emphasis may be placed-,-for

example, on job experience. Autobiographies are less frequently asked

for. The developmental guidelines to be followed; however, should be

the same as those given on p. 58. And, in reviewing completed applica-

tions, you should,be asking the same types of questions as those given ..

on pp. 58-59. If you are hiring a custodian or cafeteria worker, hand-

writing and spelling may not be crucial, but all these skills are

important if you.are hiring a secretary.

Recommendations--General4y, applicants will be asked to list the

names, addresses, and phone number of references on the application

form. Former employers and teachers are commonly asked for. HoweVer,

in some cases, fornoninstuctional jobs, friends--persons who have .--

known the applicant for an extended period of time and can serve as

-character references--are acceptable. Other than that, the same

guidelines and autious as lose described on pp. 60-61 apply here.

Performance records--Such records, per se, will probaOly not Oe.

available. However, information concerning on-the-job Performance

should be available through contact with the candidate's references.

Tests--It is rare for performance tests or tests of knowledge to be

-.FEITiTistered at this level (rightly or wrongly), with the exception

of clerical positions. For clerical positions, it iS not unusual to

administer written tests covering grammar and spelling, and performance

tests for typing or shorthand speed and accuracy.

Interviews--Interviews are equally important at this level. These

will generally be individual interviews, involving an-immediate

supervisor. But all key guidelines apply at this level: preparation,

structure, fairness, and humaneness are as important here as in inter-

viewing professional/instructional staff.

Other devices--Dependjng on the position to be filled, some addi-

tional .-devices are used at this level: fingerprinting, credit checks,

bonding, photostatic copies of military records,-and so on. Persons

hired for positions requiring the handling of money, for example, may

need to be bondable to be'hired.

-Two Additional:Concerns

No matter what level of staff you are seeking, one concern that must

be uppermost in your mind is that the devices used and the screening deci-

sions made must reflect and be consistent with the information provided in

advertising the position. . In other words, you are opening yourself up to a

possible lawsuit if you reject a candidate for the positiop oflelectronics

instructor because he/she lacks previous experience or a degree or whatever,

if those qualificatIons were not listed as !'required" or "preferred" on the

position vacancy notice.
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Second, equity
dilemma. On the one h
and sex. On the other
recruiting and consider

st always be a concern, and
nd, you cannot ask "irrel
hand, you need to hav
g women and blac

erein lies a potential

ant" questions such as race
vidence that you are acti-vely

and hispanics and so on. To cope
with thiss4eming dilemma, many institut ons have developed a form, separate
from the applitation forms, that the applicant can voluntarily complete and
remit. The form, which is handledeconfidentially, asks the applicant ques-
tions-regarding sex, race/ethnicity, handicapping conditions, Vietnam-era
veteran status, date of birth, and usually, how the applicant heard about the
position (see sample 12).

4 By selecting and devising the right selection tools, you can ensure that
you have the right information--the-information needed to make-wise hiring
decisions and to document that your hiring practices are fair and equitable.

1r

Optional
Activity

%RIO

4'

IOptional
_kActivity

1111111110

You may wish to locate and review sample devices (application
forms, tests) for gathering information about candidates.
These can be located by thecking with your resource-person or '
local educational institutions. As you review eath sample, ask
yourself the following kinds of questions:

Are the items in compliance with EEOC guidelines?

What kind of information would,the device provide? How
useful would it be? How thorough a picture would it give
of the applicant's qualifications?

How clear are the items-and direCtions?

_

You may wish to arrange through your resource person-to visit
and interview an experienced-administrator at the secondary or
postsecondary level to determine what devices he/she Alses to
gather information about candidates and how that information is
screened. Bef6re the interview takes place, ygu shouldprepare
a li$t of questions, such as the fol,lowing, that ynti wish to
have,answered:

What devices are typically used? Are different devices
used for positions at different levels?

How useful is each device? What problems are typically
encountered, and how are these resolved?

Who is involved in the process? Does this seem to be an
efficient use of staff time?

In screening, how is the information interpreted and
weighted?

-
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SAMPLE 12

EQUAL EMPLOYMENLOPIORTUNITY -INFORMATION BEQUEST

INDIANA UNIVERSITT=PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT,FORT WAYNE

A memorandum originating in the,Office of the Secretary, U.S; Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, states-that,Affirmitive_Action,employers
_74re.regoirdd to cdllect and maintain- dati on the race,

sex, and ethnic identity of all applicants for emploYMent." Wi mpit, thereforè iik-Ydu 16 domplite the

following questionnaire. Please note that_you should sign the queitionnaire and return it separatelyto the_

Affirmative Action Officer/Personnel Office. DO NOT.RETURN IT TO THE RECRUITING DEPARTMENT. This question-

naire is for reporting purposes only and. will not be used inthe hiring decision. Thank you for-your help.

NAME:
DATE:

POSITION APPLIED FOR:

LCCATION OF POSITION:

Rank/Title

seokt

Campus/School/Department

Information on this position was made available to me from the following source:

CITIZENSHIP: U.S.

ETHNIC DATA:

OTHER;
Country

These categories should not be interpreted as scientifit or anthropological in nature. They were developed

by the Federal government in response to needs expressed by both the Executive Branch and the Congress to

provide for the collection and use of compatible, nonduplicated, exthangeable racial and ethnic Alta by,

Federal agencies. =

.

American Indian or Alaskan Native (A person having origins in any of the original peoPles of

NorthAmerica and who maintains cultural ideptificition through-tribal affiliation or community

recognition.)
.

Asian or Pacific Islander (A perion hiving origins in any of the original peoples-of the Far -'

-East, Southealt-1013 -the- Inclian-subcontinentow-the Pacific-Isiands. This-includes,..for... ',......._

example, China, Japan, Korea, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon), Nepil-,

Sikkim, Blütin,Afghanistan, the,Phiiiippine Islands, and Sam0a.)
.

BlaCk (not of Hispanic,origin) [A person having origins in any of the black rat'ial groUps.-]

White (not of Hispanic origin) [A.perion having origins in anyr of the original peoples of-Europe,

North Africa, or the Middle East.] : '.. .

.
_

.
. ,

Hispanic [A person ofilexicin,-Puerto Rican,.Cuban, Central Or South American, er other Spaniih

culture or origin, regardless of race".]
.

,BIRTHDATE: .,.-,' BIRTHPLACE: ,, ',SEX: , -Femal62. Mile

_ MonAh. DAY.-Year. .. , City, S4te ifr.Curilry)

PHYSICAL HANDICAP:
_

Specify-if you lunfer-Anyp sicaLhandicapor condition that,.atill require sp ecial consid-

erition yoUr emploYmen
=

MILITARY SERVICE: Disabled veterans and veterans ofthe Vfitnam_eil are entitled to recefve speCial contid-'

eration under the Affireative Action Plant 'If, you are entitled to this consideration, please tell us and_

attich,kstatesient as prescribed on thillick,of this lona:
. ,

-

I-ai-entitled and have,ittathed,iestaiinent:

-Signature of Applicant
. " , ,

.

8

MOTE: This information will beused only for tM purpose of:monitoring the suCceSs of nur'Affirmative

Action.Plan and mill notle usedAdAtscrimjnete agaihst-anY applicant, Please return thiS:forM in'

the4eparate-enve)opp*Oiiided.-AVAWT,REIVAN'WITH,COMPUTEDAPPLICATIONITIRIC

.
Indiana Uniyersity-purdee Universktilkrort Wire is in.equal mpPortillift.Y Sployel and-activitely seeks:.

,ipplications from=all qualified PersonSi-mhatevertheir sex, rate, religion,
natienal Origin, ige, or

hartd(cai, .

., . ,
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The following "Case Study'. describes how a vocational/techni-
cal administrator gathered and screened information concern-
ing a candidate for a clerical.position. Read the situation
and critique in writing the p0formance of the administrator
described: what did she do correctly, what did she do incor-
rectly, and what should she have done instead?

CASE STUDY

Ms. Maureen Maloney, an administrator at Saxonville Tech, was sorry to
learn that the head school secretary, Mrs. Angela Paolini, had decided tb take
early retirement. Hers was a crucial position; everyone in the school relied
on her expertise sand knowledge,of the system. In order to try to adequately
refill this key position, Ms. Maloney first met with Mrs. Paolini. Together
they went over the job description on file to make sure that it adequately
reflected the job. As a result of this meeting, Ms. Maloney developed the
following vancancy notice:

4;64fOr

Saxonyille Tech:se010, 100C410,0$
qr1,10e.

time head schOol secretary position. Types .0,1"
and reception
tains records_04,#004044-400**
apkiintfnent4 meetings;

superviseS offite*Staff,-lxbietialihefeHied
opportonity'employ617:,-

Ms. Maloney arranged for notices to be posted in local educational insti-
tutions. In addition, a classified ad was placed in iteveral newspapers and
the state employment service was notified.

Applicants were asked to complete an application form (see pp. 77-78) and
( to take a typing test for speed and accuracy.

The riesponse was good. Applications were completed by 1.2 persons. Four
of these persons met the minimum qualifications and had had previous experi-
ence. Ms. Maloney arranged to interview,Oese persons. Each tnterview Vaited
approximately fifteen minutes, and she used this time to expfiiii the job in
more detail, to explore answers given on the application that required more
explanation or clarification, and to cdentify if the candidate had the'neces-
'sary poise and interpersonal skills to handle the job. All four candidates
were impressive durinChe interview.

Ms. Maloney then contacted each candidate's most recent employer to dis-
cuss his/her job performande. All four candidates were given enthusiastic
recommendations bytheirjormer employers,
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Ms. Maloney was in a quandry: . whom should she seleCt? All were
qualified, all were highly recommended, and all seemed to have the potential
to fit into the systemY-She rechecked,theif application fot`ms. All were
neatly completed; al 1 spel ling wascorrect. She, rechecked theirtyping .tes't

results. All candidates had typed in the range 'of 60-70 words per minute.
All things being so equa'Lmade it difficult., Os. Malohey finally 'made her
decision. One of theicandidates had shorthand skill that would be an',
'advantage in taking notes at meetiligs. Thus,.the decision was madeAnd the
candidates notified accordingly,

One.of the "rejected" candgAes ,culdn't understand why she hadrtit been
chosen, so she called the schook: Ms. Nloney explained about the shdrthand
skills, and that was the end of that.

;'?
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SAXONVILLE TECB
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

..-Address

Security Number Sex

Cittien of U.S.A. Race
- .

_ .

Marttal StattA b Date pf Birth

Notify:it'Case of Emergency

Name

Address ?
- '

gy Whom.Were You Referred

444

_. .

Do you .have any Nphysicar handicaps or limitations that might interfere. wi th .or
. ..be aggravated by, your wor42 _ .

,

Have you had !any serious 'illnesses, operations, or nervouS disorders?

.
Have you.4ver been dismissed from a position for delinquehcy, misconduct, or

-. d i sgraeful 'conduCt?
._ .

Are you nowtor have you ever been addicted to the use of habitrforming drugsAI , _......, _

Nave you ever been arrested, charged, or cbnvicted of a felony or misdemeanor
. (except minor traffic vlolationt)?

:

; What are y.our'.hobtiies?

business or civic -group do you belong to?
, . - - ',.

,,, . .
' ,* .-- ' -.

Ca n you typi?. 'I'.es No :..' .Manual Electric _Word Proc ssor
.

. .
.

wpm, -.' . kam _
I

. .

- .,

din'you -take dictation? tro , Method WPM.. .

-

- _

. :bthat offica*macbief6s, can you operate?

- ..,: `'..s .

...., .
-.72....:7.!.; , z ',.--, ..: ,:;:,-,.. .,-.7-c-''' -.:..,` --: --- _(...77 _.
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-
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. Work Experience

-'r

Name and Address of.Employer Dates of Employment Position Held

_-
Education

Name and Address of School Dates Attended

1

a

Degrees Earned

Personal References (do nOt list former employers or relatives)

- 'Name Address Years Known T ephone

_

1
1 I ke

s

_

Signa-tui Date
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Compare your completed-written critique of the "Case Study"
with the "Model Critique" given below. Your response need not
exactly duplicate the moder response; however, you should have
covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE

Ms. Maloney's performance had many strengths. Her foundation for the
selection process, for example, was sound. She started with a job description
and sought the assistance of the incumbent in ensuring the description uas
accurate. Furthermore, she adequately publicized the position..

Her choice of selection devices was appropriate. For a clerical posi-
tion, an application form, typing test, and interview would bp, most useful.
Aqt she used her time wisely by using.the completed applicatfolis and typing
test results to do an initial screening before conducting interviews;

She seeMs to have done a good job in "reading" the applications, both for
qualifications and for neatness, spelling and so on. Her interview technique
likewise seems effective from the little we are told. She used the time to
provide information, 'to supplement the information she already had, and to
learn about each candidate's poise and interpersonal skills--information most

Aft readily available through the interview.

With four such equally qualified candidates,.one wciuld tend to look for
some rational basis for making a decision. Selecting the one candidate with
"something extra" that could,be useful on the job was probably a very good

decision.

, Where Ms. Maloney went awry was in announcing to the possibly disgruntled
candidate that shorthand skills were the deciding factor. According to the
vacancy notice, shorthand skills were not required. Ms. Maloney should simply
have indicated that, although the final candidates were all well qualified and
tPe dectsion was a tough one, a Vision had to be made.

Should this disgruntled candidate wish to contest the decsion, )

Ms. Maloney could be providing her with a seeming basis to do so. Given two
other problems in the selection process--the application form and the calls
to former employers--this candidate could chdose to cont,act the EEOC and
cause real trouble for Ms. Maloney and her institution. '

The applicatiOh form has real problems. First, it is poorly formatted.

The Material i Crowded and adequate space for responses iS not always pro-

vided. Furthe ore, there are practically no directions to guide the eppli-
cantS--to let t em know what they are supposed to put in the blanks. For

example, is one supposed to fill in yes or no follo inij the questions on

handicaps and so on? Or is an explanatton required r allowed? Can the

e
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candidate, for inst nce, explain that, although a former alcoholic, he/she
has been a nondrink r for the last 15 years? Regarding work experience, how

mucn information is t,required and in what order? All jobs held? Jobs during

the last 10 years? Jobs related only to the position sought? Most recent

first? For each section, clearvsimple directions should have been provided.

The most critical flaw in the application fonm; however, is,the incluiion
of a number of items that in no way relate to bona fide occupational qualifi-
cations: sex, race, marital status, and so on. The inclusion of such items

is patently illegal.

In addition, Ms. Maloney could be taken to task for contacting the former
employers by phone without the express consent of the applicant. The employ-

ers, you will note, were not to be included as references. The applicant,

thus, has not authorized contact with the former employer. Authorization is

needed.

Let us hope that the disgruntled candidate does not decide to pursue
the_matter and that Ms. Maloney recognizes and rectifies these flaws so that
future efforts will be improved.

Level of Performance: Your completed wr4tten critique should have covered
the same major points as the "Model Critique." If you missed some points or.
have quesITYrii- about any additional points you made, review the material in
the information sheet, "Gathering and_Screentlig Infarmation Concerning_Candi-
dates," pp, 53-74, or check with your resource person, if. necessary.
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Learning Experience V
A

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, critique the per-
formance of an administrator in a given case study in

managing the staff selettion process.

Acttvtty
You will be reading the information sheet, "Managing the
Staff Selection Process," pp. 83-90.

v *N.

(Optional, You may wish to interview an experienced administrator.-to

kActivityI determine how he/she manages the staff selection process.-

You will be reading the "Case Study," pp. 91-92, and cri-

tiquing the performance of the administrator described.

You will be evaluating your cpmpetency in crittqpiag the
administrator's performance in managiag the staff selection

process by comparing your completed critique_with the "Model

Criticite,"' pp. 93794.

.
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Acuvay As part of the selection process, it is important to build in
devices to ensure that the process runs smoothly. Applicants

need to be_kept informed concerning the status of their appli-

cations. Reciords need to be kept to document the materials,.

received, acfions taken, and decisions made. For informatidh
concerning the management of the selection process, read the

following information sheet.

MANAGING THE SELECTION PROCESS

Managing the selection process involves, in general, three activities:
(1) keeping each applicant informed of his/her status and progress through the
process, -(2) keeping records of the information received and applicant status,

and (3) evaluating your selection process so it can be refined and improved

where necessary.

Notifying Applicants of Their Status

The selection process generally follows a pattern similar to the follow-

1. An unsolicited letter of application is received and acknowledged,
using a form letter similar to that shown in sample 13, construdted

to meet the employment situation.

OR

A letter of apdlication is received in response to a posted or
advertised vacancy and is acknowledged by letter, with an enclosed

application form and descrVive material.

2. The application materials as requested (application form, resume,
transcripts., recommendations) are received from the candidate and

acknowledged. This acknowledgement letter should either (a) remind
the candidate that the application is being placed in an active file
for consideration should an opening occur, (b) that the proposed
interview date noted in his/her appliption is okay, or (c) that an

interview date needs' to be arranged at his/her convenience. In some

cases, the application materials will provide sufficient information

to determine that the 'applicant does not meet the criteria. In that

case, a letter of nonacCeptance (see Sample 14) should be sent.

3. An interview (of all candidates or all top candidates) is conducted.

4. All information from all sources on all candidates is reviewed
against selection criteria, and (a) the best candidate is selected,

or (b) the top candidates are selected and invited in to a secohd

interview, and then the final choice is made.
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SAMPLE*13

RESPONSE TO-UNSOLICITED LETTER OF APPLICATION

_

Dear :

Thank you for your recent letter inquiring about the possibility-of a-teaching pgstyciilo=
the Anycity School District starting in the fall of 19 -

(If there-is a position available - -)- I am enclosing-a teacher application; together with
4 brochure describing the school system and ccmounity. We are at the present time consid-
ering candidates for a home econcoics teaching assignment at the senior high school level.
Therefore I should be pleased th receive-your applicatiori. I should hope'thatyou Would
plan to v;sit in the area during the course of the spring, at which tile an interview
might be arranged.

[If there may be a position available - -3 I am enclosing a teacher application, together
with a brochure describing the school system and community. Ohr exact staffing needs in
nage econcoics-at the senior high school level are not definitely ditermihed it this time. .
However-, if you fill out the enclosed application and return it to this office, we will "be
pleased to place it in-our active file. Should an opening become available in your area,
we will contact you.

.

.

. .

.

.

[If there is no position available - -] I am enclosing a teacher-application, together with
a brochure describing the school system and ccommity. lie de

become available In youe area, we wiMcontact you.

in your area-at this time. However, if-you fill out the enclosedapplication and retutn
it to this'iffice, we will be pleased to place it in our actiyelile. Should an opening

. .

..,....- .

We appreciate your interest in Anycity. If we may be of any further, assiSfencer,41T.ser-do-
not hesitate to contact this office. C.:=- '-' -,4,;/c".

Sincerely,

Aisistaht Supeeinterident-----

SAMPLE 14

LETTER OINONACCEPTANCE I

bear

Plea you foryour interest in appyIng-to teeth in the Anycity SchoolsT

I have completed the initial screening of candidates for the position for whiCh You have
applied, and have selected four applicants who will be interviewed for the Position. It

is with regret that I inform you that yotir application is no longer being considered, but
1 will be happy to keep youe apOliCation.on file for possible futtire reference.

_We 4preciati-your intereit in:our distfla and-thank you for your inquiry.,

Sincerety,- -

_

Supeeintendent
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5. The selected candidate is offered the position (see sample 15).

If he/she accepts, the remaining candidates must be sent letters of

nonacceptance (see sample 16). _If he/she does not accept, a second-

choice candidate can be contacted or the search process can be

reopened.

What is of primary importance here is that, whether you are searching for a

janitor or a department head the process needs to be thorough, fair, and

humane. Applicants need to b given a reasonable opportunity to present their

qualifications, and they nee to be kept informed of what is happening in the

process.

To manage this task of keeping applicants informed, form letters are

probably a must. But a word of caution is in order. Just as you are judging

applicants by the quality of their application materials, so they are judging

you by the materials you send. In reviewing actual samples of form letterS-

received by applicants from various institutions, the writer found an almost

incredible variation in quality. At the bottom of the heap in quality were

dittoed letters (blue print) with the name typed in (black print), with words

crossed out and corrected by hand.

Some letters were inappropriate to the situation: An applicant got one

letter saying there were no openings, but suggesting that he/she apply anyway

so the application could..be placed in an active file for consideration should

a vacancy occur. The applicant did so and received a form letter stating.

that "the position yoU applied for has been filled." This is poor public

relations.

Although the co tent of such letters may be drawn from sample
k
form

letters, care houl be taken to make each letter fit the situation precisely.

And each letter s ould be an "original" copy, typed on good-quality letter-

head. If your institutibn has word processing equipment, this is a simple

matter. If not, it's still worth the.time and expense involVed to create a

good impression. An example of a well-developed letter is shown in sample-417

Keeping Records

One way to keep,track of the process and progress within it so that your

letters can reflect reality and staff can manage the process effectively is to

devise a,record-keeping system. .Files can Oe set up to organize application

materials by logical categories: materials for applicants under consideration

in one location; materials in an active file for those applicants to be '-con-

sidered should an opening occur; other materials in an inactive file. The

filing system--by 'division or coding of materialshould also be set up to

allow ready access of material. In other words, when an opening occurs in the

cosmetology department, it should be easy to pull the files of those appli-

cants certified in the area of cosmetology. Further, if 4bestions are raised

regarding your commitMent to affirmative action/equal opportunity, material

must be readily available to document your commitment.
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SAMPLE 15

:INTENt TO 141RERAM

NAME:

-STREET:

CITY, & STATE: _

_
-DATE:

. "-.

It is a pleasure to offer ybu an appointment as a teacher in the Anycity
School District. I sincerely hope that ypu decide to become a member of our
educational team. If you will accept our offer, yoii should sign this Intent
to Hire and_ return it to my office within days. Upon receipt_ of your _

signed acceptance, your eppointment will be approved_ by tbeiloard of Education
at its next meeting. You Will then be issued a contract to sign.. It may be
a period of several days before you- receive this contract. Lest you be dgn-
cerned in the interim, this letter makes your appointment valid until you .
receive your contract.

RETURN-ONLY THE ORIGINALtOPY_OF THIS INTENT--

* * * * * * -* * * * * --* *--*-----*-- ---* * -* *- -*-

, _ .

TO HIRE

It is my intention to.recoitiment -for Wing
.at the next meeting of the Anycity Board of Education. -Thislreco.mmehdation .

is made on the_basis that yoLeither _hold or_will hold a valid Certificate to,-- -,4 _

teach- in the State of Ohio on_or before .SePtember I, - ...:-..7-- --, ,

The aci of signing this statement fibligateS you to.aicept a:teaching
,

Obsition in the AnyCityiSehool District-for the eiii-ii_h_g_Sear_a_t_i_a_salary of_

-- ($ , )-adarding- to the-
adOpted salaTy sthedule Tpf,--#e_ 14yard -_61--E:cluOti (Pt.' -2-- , .71-,-::---.... _ 7- t,., _

Your tentative aSsi§nment fo-r-the.cpming sch-bol yearilviTT._te___-- _ ..-,-------,..
. . , - . ,..----__-----,----,-----7,-- . -

_ . .

,- _-_-_-_,...-------,--- ----

, ,upefience r; - '

=

'-'7".-01-rectuir-Df4er:sennelr7----_-1:72

-
-

- ; rz
- , -

0110145iroAtc---
- _ -
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SAMPLE 16

LETTER 'OF NONACCEPTAI4CE- H

Dear

I ha-Ve completed -the screening and have made the selection of 'the persoh ta_
fill -the position for whi you were a candidate. -I feel that we were indeed
fortunate to have such a w 1-qualified group of candi-dates for this position;
You should consider it an hnôr to be considered as a strong candidate among
so many fine candidates.

Naturally, we could notjiiiploy all candidates, and I am very sorry to inform
you that you were not s lected to _fill the position.

I want to_express mhappreciation to you_ for your_interest shown in our dis7.
trict and for your tiCile and effort in making application and visiting the
district. I will keep your application in our active file and, should another
position for which you qualify become open, I will give yoU every considera-
tion and ketify you- iminediately of the position.7

Again, Lwant to express my sincere thanks to you. My beSt wishes 'to you for
-a _successful teaching -career.

- _

Sincerely,

Director of Personnel--
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SAMPLE 17
_

APPLICANT NOTIFICATION OF-,STATUS LETTER
,::::411111101111

.. - _ ...
,COMmixiity College of Denver _

... Red Rath-Campus'
12600-11eSt6th Avenhe
-Gelded, Colorado 40401-. . _

August 25_, 1981-

-Deer -
Thank 'you -for-applying for the position of Director. Human Resources and Services Division,_Red
Rocks CaipuS.- - _ .

. _ -..
.

--There are f91 applicants. The screening pfoCist used at ati is quite lengthy. Therefore, I
would like to.briefly explain the process-so that-you May havi an appreciation Of the time
involved.._ - -

I._ The Celt Center Administrator (CCA) responsible for the position establishes 'a screen-
ing committee comprised'of at least three membecs (in this case, WO. Prior to,
reviewing any of the a'pplicatiOns;the committee meets with oi.Manager of Employee.
Relations to review affirmative action reiponsibilitiet and the College's hiring
prcicedures. Then the screening, conmittee writes specific criteria that will be used
.forpevaluating an applicant's background with respect to the items listed in the-Job
innOuncement. These criteria must be-approved by the CCA. ,_

_

2._ The screening committee then reviews all the_applications to determine if the apPli-
cants have the required minimum qualifications: Notification_.is sent to ihe applicants
idio do not have the minimum qualifications. For the remaining-applicant's, points, are
awarded-based upOnf,;`the criteria and point system, previously established: --- _

. -..:,,, .

3. The committee sele4i a preliminary pool of finalists. The chairperson of the await-
.

tee notifies these applitants and asks for permission to Contact- two unlisted refer-
-ences-who-have-,knowl edge-of theipplicantl-s-professional--ability:-;rAfter-cal ling,these-r --

references, the_conimittee selects at least eight applicants who will be invited to the
campus for an interview. Upon.completion 'of the interviews, the committee submits to
the-CCk the nein* of the top-three candidates._ . __ ...-; '

r . ,, . _

: 4, The -CCA selects one candidate after reviewing the applicants, talking,with references
and Intervimiing the finalists. 'The CCA then_txlattits to the--Cainpus Vice PreSident' a
written statement of selection and justifitati n-for.,the selection. The..Campus ce,
Presidentleviews the recommendation and, if in agreement,:fOrwardt same tq'theOf
of Persennel Servires: The CCA'notifies the candidate- of the retemmendation.'

. . -

S. The recommendation-is forwarded-to the Dewier irecCouncil ena:then to-the:`State...11Oard
for CommunitY Collges;ahcf,Occiipational Education for approval., , - '. .",,,

in -this particular iristanOe..it Will he November _or later before:final .approval ii received.and
official employment processing-can-he completed. ge are sensitive:to-your-need:Ur:information

. regarding the progress of the screening process. We will notify you etch-time-A decision point
his been reached. -.:-

,Thahk -yotri for your interest Ilit the-Community 'College at Denver.-
,,_ ,,

"$iii:**Ii'lybni:4,,I

ikkeRodgiXtii*s,.:tar,

.AFFIRMATIVE,ACTIfiti_IMpOyER,
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IIIn addition, it is.very helpful to prepare and bse some sort of:form to

keep track of the material and informaion due and receive&frdM applicants

who are being actively considered for a particular position. This can be

simplya checklist, which lists the materials and provides a space to place ar-

check (or note the date) as each ttem is reCeived (or occurs), e.g.:

Application
Resume
Jranscript(s)
Recommendations
Interview
TB Test Results

4
$'

Or the form can be mord detailed such that it becomes a completed summary

sheet of all the information received. Space could be provided to,note

key personal, educational, and experiential data. This is a time-consuming

job initially, but it saves time later when one wants to review'applicant

information.

r

jhere are many ways this information could be organized equally effi-

ciently. What is important is that, in setting up the selection process, yob

realize the importance of creating a system to organize and keep track of all

the materials received--and make sure such a system is formulated and imple-

mented.

Evaluating the Process

This is the last section inthe fifth learning experience in this module,

but that does not mean tliat evaluation should be an afterthought. Evaluation

of any process you implement as an administrator should be structured at the,

outset and should pe continuous throughout the tmplementation effort.

Thus, in implementtng a staff selection process, you need to build in an

evaluation component. You need to decide what will be evaluated and how. In

all likelihood, you will want to,evaluate such.elements as the

Personnet policy (Is it up to date, complete, clearly stated?)

Selection staff (Are they qualified or adequately trained? IS staff

time used effectively?)

Assessment of staffing needs (Is the assessment process systematit

and rational? Is assessment par't of program and budget planning?)

Selectfon criteria (Do the criteria reflect the actual position and'

the need ,for equity? Are they documented through job ,descrtptions or

,some othei- device?)

Recruitment devices (Are adequate contacts developed and maintailed?

Are conta"cts-,provided with sufficient information? Are the right'audi-

ences being reached?- Is equal opportunitY ensured?)
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.Selection and screening devices (Are theTight Aevices being used to
43ef the information needed? Are they well developed? is information

, being wefghted fairly and equitably?)

Management devices (Do candidates know their status? _Can information
be retrieved when needed?),

The answers to such questions can be acquired using standard formal and
informal evaluation devices. For example, an item on the application form can
request information about how the applicants happened to apply for the job.
By compiling that information and supplementing it with information gathered
directly from candidates, perhaps during interviews, you.can determine which
recruitment devices or sources seem to be most effective. SiMilarly, appli-
cants--successful and unsuccessful--can be selected randomly to react to a
brief questionnaire on the effectiveness, fai.rness, and humaneness of the
process to which they were subjected: Written materials--personnel policy,
job descriptions, application forms, tests, and so on--can be reviewed regu-
larly and revised 4 necessary.

By including an evaluation component as an integral part of the selection
process, yOu can go a l'ong way toward ensuring that your selection process
meets--and will continue to meet--.the needs of the,government, the institu-
tion, and the.applicants.

You,may wish to arrange through your resource person7to visit
and interview an experienced administrator at'the"Setondary or
postsecondary:level to determine how helshe mahages the staff
selection proCess. Beforethe intervieW takes place, you
should'prepare a list of:questions;-such as the following,

,that yop wish to have:answered:,

- How are applicants kept Informed of their status? Are

'form letters used? -Are they personalized to fit each
situatfon? Are letters typed or:duplicated?

-,What reCords are kept? HoW are they filed? How are
:they used?



The following "Case Study" describes how a vocatio al/technical

administrator managed the staff selection process, Read the '

situation and critique in writing the performance of the admin-

istrator described: what did he do correctly, what did he do

incorrectly, and what should he have done instead?

CASE STUDY

Jane Randolph was up to her ears in application forms, applying far and

wide for a teaching position in the area of computer programming. However,

given a choice, she would have liked to work io northern Colorado where she

could fully exercise her keen interest in skiing and backpacking. Although

she regularly checked all the resources she knew of--employment agencies, bul-

letin boards at local institutions with computer training programs, profes-

sional journals and newspapers--she had seen no openings there.

She decided to take the bull by the horns. She looked in the library for

directories of educational institutions, located the addresses of northern

Colorado institutions offering computer training programs, and sent unsolic-

ited letters of inquiry. One institution, with particular appeal to her, was

Aspen Tech.

. One month later, Jane received a response from Aspen Tech (see p. 92).

Encouraged, she immediately reviewed the brochure, which contained photos of

and information concerning the institution, the community, and the expecte-

pans for teaching staff. She then completed and mailed the application- form

and arranged to have her transcripts forwarded.

As the fall term approached with still no respopsefrom Aspen Tech, Jane

began to worry. She decided to call the personnel bffice and inquift about

her status. When she got-through to Mr. Armentrout, he was very apologetic.

An enormous number of applications had been received, he said, and the ini-

tial screening process was taking longer tfian expected. He asked her to hold

a second while he asked his secretary to get Jane's file. The secretary

promptly located it for him. He scanned it, and indicated that, according to

the tracking/rating $heet oR the cover, she was one of the top contenders thus

far. As long as he had hes)on the-phone, he 4id,'would she like to set up

an interview?

An interview date and time was arranged, and three days later, Jane

received a written confirmation, together with a map and information about

transportation options. The trip and the interview were a success.

On September 3rd, she received another letter from Mr. Armentrout indi-

catin4 that the screening and selection process had been completed and that

one of the jobs was hers if she wanted it. Obviously the waiting had paid

off. Later, when she'd been 6n the job for several months, she foun4-etit from

a colleague that her experience was not unique. The colleague had experienced

much the same thing two years previous to Jane's experience. They both agreed

that poor Mr. Armentrout was understaffed.
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ASPEN, COLORADO ,

(303) 444-1212

July 14, 19

Ms. Jane Randolph
4 Main Street
Lexington, KY

Dear Ms. Randolph:

Thank you for your interest in teaching computer science at Aspen Tech.

We have, at present, to positions open in that area. I am enclosing an
application form, together with a brochure describing our institution.

N) gain, we appreciate your interest, and I would be pleased to receive your

pplication. If we may be of any further asistance, please do not hesitate

to contact this office.

Sincerely,

John Armentrout
Dtrector of Personnel
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Compare your completed written critique of the "Case Study"

with the "Model Critique" given below. Your response need not

exactly duplicate the model response; however, you should have

covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE

Although Jane's.experience was ultimately successful and Mr. Armentrout's

performance during and after her phone call was quite competent, the total

process cannot be considered to have been managed in a thorough, fair, and

humane manner. We don't, of course, know what was happening with Jane's other

applications. However, it is conceivable that she would have had to turn down'

aless ideal, but acceptable offer in order to wait out the much belated Aspen

results. Had the Aspen job not been offered to her at long last, this could

have'been most unfortunate for her.

The r spons -around time at Aspen is not good, for the most part.

It should not ha'e taken staff a month just to acknowledge her unsolicited

letter of nquiry. She should not have had to wait so long with no acknowl-

edgement f her' appl a ion materials. Decision or no decision, the fact

that.the njaterial ad been cece.ived should haye been acknowledged. Even

better, an la ation could have been included in the acknowledgement letter,

explaining theifact that the process was being delayed due to the number of

applications received. That way. Jane would have known more clrly what to

expect; much of her anxiety could have been eliminated.
-

The on etter we are shown also has some problems. The content is

adequate and the closures are appropriate. However, when using duplicated

letters, it really i.s important to make every effort to minimize the imper-

sonal qualities inherent in such a letter. In this case, theApersonal"

information has been typed in a different type size, which highlights the

fact thatthe letter is a form letteir. In addition, when you are going to

mass.duplicate a form letter, it should be carefully,proofed first to elimi-

nate spelling and typographical errors. This letter llaktwo suCh errors.

' Mr. Armentrout handled the situation admirably, however, when Jine

finally called him. She was able to reach him directly and his phone manner

was encouraging and personal.- Apologies were due,and he offered them. His

filing system can be assumed to be quite good given the speed with which he

file was located. And the system used to track and rate application materials

allowed him to give Jane an immediate and accurate picture of her status.

Using the opportunity to set qp,an interview time was dlso appropriate. It is

probable that Mr. Armentrout's performance at this point left Jane appeased

and even somewhat impressed--an impression that would be immediately rein-

fgrced when she received the confirmation letter'and map.

#

Unfortunately, there is no evidence thg the flaws in the system will .

ever get ironed mit, and staff shortage is To excuse. Either additional
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staff--at least part-time staff during peak hiring periods--or improved '

methods are needed. Without concern for continually evaluating the procefg--
and acting on the evaluation findings--nothing will change. Why is it that,
with two opelOngs available, Jane could find no notice'of vacancy? One won-
ders if infofMation was solicited fromther--or other applicants--concerning -

how they happened to apply. Based on her,experience on the Sob for a few
months, we can assume that Mr. Armentrout never formally or informally solic-
ited her feelings about the process to which she was subjected.

Mr. Armentrout needs to stop assuming that the process is irrevocably
limited by staff limitations. Despite his charm and competence in some areas,
he is subjecting applicants to an inhumane process. He needs to build an
evaluation component into the process through which he can document problems
and seek support for solutions.

Level of Performance: Your completed written critique should have covered the
same major points as the "Model Critique." If you missed some points or have
quesfiEFTabout any additional points you made, review the material in the
information sheet, "Managing the Staff Selection Process," pp. 83-90, or check
with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience VI

OVERVIEW

.

_After compl eting the requi red reading, CO trque. the, per-
formance, of an administrator in a given caSe.,Stocjy in
'Orienting staff.

You will, be reading the information sheet,_ "Orienting
-liStaff," ;pp. 97-1034..

You may.wish to interview an experienced admini,StratOr-
determine how staff at Ms/her institution Are Oriented*.

_you will- be reading de "Case Study," pp..

.-tiquing-the performance of the adminittratdr7-detCribeV-
-..4.

,your ctioipetet4 jr-0,*-ttqu
_.ecIrtijoisttAtor's pecifotton0 in oriontirig '4tAff
'iting,-yOur completed critique. With thq -i'Aii10'ttitlefut;o"
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Activay

Numf

,

,
For information about how to effectively orient new personnel

to the system, l'ead the following information sheet. ,

ORIENTING NEW PERSONNEL

A vital part of the starrelection' process is helping new staff make

the transition into your institution. Until the new staff members feel that

they are a part of the system,.they will not be able to fully achieve their

pertonal goals or contribute to those of the organization.

The purposes of orientation range from providing the new employee with
information about the community and assisting in such decisions as finding
suitable housing to facilitating the integration of the indiVidUal with other

new and veteran colleagues. From the day they are hired, new employees need

to know--or know where to find--basic information about the institution. They

need the confidence that they have the support of the administration and to

feel good about themselves in their work. In the case of recent college grad-

uates, help is needed in making the transition from the theoretical to the

reality.

In the case of nonprofessional/noninstructional staff, the orientation

may be somewhat simpler and may not involve you directly. These personnel

frequently are local people to begin with and do not need to be oriented to

the community. Furthermore, they are concerned with more limited taqs within

the institution: the clerical person needs,to understand office procedures as
practiced in your institution; the custodian needs to know his/her custodial ,

responsibilities in your institution; and so on. These can be conveyed to the

new employee by his/her immediate supervisor on an individual or small-group

/ basis.

In the case of the professional/instructional staff, however, orientation

may be a more major undertaking. These people frequently need a wide range of

information about the community, general and specific duties and responsib' -

ties, school policies,'curriculum, professional organizations, employee ben

fits, and so on. Because of the extent of this needed orientation and your
direct responsibility for providing it, this information-sheet deals primarily

with orientation of professional/instructional staff.

The following is a list of the sorts of information needed by prospeotive

and new staff members.3 Some item's would be relevant only to instructional

3. Adapted from John L. Morris, "The Interview: Guidelines for Making It

a More Effective Hiring Device," The Clearing House. 46 (September 1971):

37-38.
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staff; other {tens, such as sick leave, policy, would apply to any newltaff
member.

Institution's philosophy of education

Salary

Length of school year

Availability of formal orientatio sessions

Location, size, and layout of classroom

Courses/levels to be taught/teaching load

Availability of consultant services

Evaluation criteria

Promotion opportunities

Fringe benefits

Availability of conference/placining periods

Opportunity to participate in Lrriculum planning and development

Special dpties involved/extra assignments

Sick leave plicy

Availability and cost of meals

Transportation available

Mandatory obligations to join, Afesqlonal organizations

Dress code_

Discipline philosophy

Requirements for salary advancement

Subsidi.zation of further education

Retirement plan

Opportunities for ex4acurricular and summer employment

Grading/reporting policies'

Availability of tenure ,

Availlbility of a "buddy" system

' Layout of facilitie

Availability of and procedures for acquiring equipment and supplies

Curriculum and teaching materials to be used (e.g., required text)

Lesson plan requirements

Meetings required
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You, as.a vocational/technical administrator, cannot conauct the orienta-
l" tion alone: There must be involvement from many parts of the institution to

ensure that both a person's professional and personal needs are met.

Planning the Orientation Activities
So.

,

The orientation process is not somettiing'tlt occurs during one or two

large-group sessions when the eifilTyee starts work. Orientation begins with
the first contact with the prospective employee and continues throughout the
first year or two of the new staff meMber's employment.

When the prospective employee first contacts the institution, it is stan-
dard to provide descriptive information as well as an application form and
cover letter. This is the beginning of the orientation process. The form
in which the descriptive information is provided varies generally from a one-
page photocopied sheet to a printed and illustrated brochure or booklet. The

availability of funds will determine the form you 'will use. Included are the

following types of information:

Community Information

Physical size

Population

Location

Economic make-up; principal products
/

'7\

Governmental structure

Availability of stores, religious,facilities, clubs and organiza-
tions, recreational facilities, cultural events, medical services,

institutions of higher education
,.

, Housing evailable

Living costs (average costs [or range] of apartments, houses, food ,

staples, misc.)

Transportation available

\

Proximity to major cities

:

Institutional Information

Size of instftution or district

Available facilities; dates built; projected construction

Enrollment

Number of teaching staff

Average teaching load

Teacher-student ratio
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Lengthsof school year
. -

Curriculum; philosophy

Special programs

Special services

Special benefits

Salary schedule

Map showing ow to get to the institution

Where support money comes from and goes (pie chart)

Organizational chart

Organizational pattern

List of Employment Requirements

Degree (e.g., B.A.) .

Good academic record

Certification

Health (e.g., "evidence of good health")

11'NPersonal characteristics (e.g., enthusiasm, patience, pe s er-
ance, self-reliance, organization, ability to express self learly,
sensitivity, codiffitment to the profession)

Professional'and character references

Citizenship

Related work experiences

Procedures for Application

W1icontact and how (name, address, phone number)

What to send (application, transcript, resume, references).

How to reach institution (by train, by car, by air)

Obviously, this could be a great deaf of information; however, ii this
stage, information should be providqd i brief, introductory form. A list of
statistics about the community would Suffice to provide an introductory over-

view. This 'is not the place td expound at length on any one topic.

During the interview, these topics can be orally exPanded on to some

extent. More information would generally be provided on institutional philos-
ophy and employee benefits, for instance. Questions from the candidate would
also require the provision of more detailed information in some areas. A tour

of the facilities may be arranged. Or the candidate could be introduced to

other staff members. /



Once the Candidate has been hired,. thoroUgh information must be pro-
vided, but nOt all at once. Providing too much information all at once lest
sen the chances of any of it being absorbed. Information should be provided
in smaller doses and through a variety of approaches. To decide what infor-
mation to provide, when, and how, you need tb cOnsider what:infor'55-tion'the
staff member(s) wil"FiTe-ed at that time. The time of the,need will help deter-
mine the form to Pe used to present the information.

For example, a group of new staff starting at the beginning of a term
co d be oriented to general institutional procedures and their responsibili-

es in a small-group presentation. Policy handbooks could be provided to
supplement this information, allowing new staff to look up answers to spe-
cific questions as they arise. On the other hand, a new staff member comiAg
on board midterm could be oriented on an individual basis by an immediate
supervisor or, veteran colleague.

s Some information could be best provided at the district level (in second-
ary schools), some at the institution level, some at the grade level, and some
at the department level. Information about specific duties and responsibili-
ties is needed immediately; information about the library or audiovisual ser-
vices could be provided later. Large-group presentations may be the best
device for providing some information; other information could best be pro-
vided in sinall-group ar individual sessions. Some can be conveyed best in
written form, through handbooks, handoues, bulletins, or,memos. Some can be
best proVided through tours or observations.

General considerations in planning'the orientation activities are as fol-
,lows:

Is the content based on the needs of new employees and the objectives
of the institution?

Do the activities have your support and that of other-administrators?
' Are you willing to accept responsibility for providing high-quality
activities?

Have you involved in the initial planning those persons who will be
conducting the various activities?

Will the orientation effort continue throughout the entire first year
of the new member's employment?

Will the institution support the orientation activities as the ini-

; tial step to a continuing commitment to the inservice training of
employees?

Are the activities so few as to be ineffective or so comprehensive as
to be overwhelming? Will the activities have sufficient scope to allow
the new employee to function well in the institution?

Do you plan to evaluate the effort objectively to-ensure the timeli-41.
ness of topics and the effectiveness of activitiest

'Do the aail'iti-eSilend themSelveS'to a relaxed kmas'pher.e? Are com-
fortable chatrs and refreshments provided?

1

1

1

1
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Have recent additions to the staff (one- to three-year members) been

involved in helping to plan the orientation,sessions?
'

Has some type of opportunity been scheduled for newcomers td meet

other staff and/or administrators?

Initial Orientation Sessions

Individu'als chosen to make presentation's in intrial large-group sessions

are ugually thosewith whom the.new employees are likely-to come into frequent

contact and/or those who will have high visibility. 'These indivi-duals should

be familiar with the practices of the institution and the policies of itS

governing board.

Introductory remarks and expressions of welcome should be included from'

persons other than administrators such as members of the board, the teacher's

organization, professional organizations, student organizations, and the

community. Ample opportunity should be provided throughout all orientation

sessions for the new employees to ask questions of all presenters.

General information about the following topics is usually approPriate for

new instructional staff: payroll de uctions; fringe benefits; overtime;

promotion; tenure; probation; perform ncg evaluation; sabbaticats; absences

such as military leave, jury duty, sic ness, death in the family; holidays;

vacations; professional devel9pment op ttunities; termination and transfer;

'and state and federal regulations. For groups of new administrators, ctig-

todtans, or clerical persons, additions r deletions.to the above will be

required.

A subsequent stage of the orientation should deal with information

about the depattment or unit in which the e ployee will be working. Persons

involved would normally include building administrators, department heads, and

directors of student services such as guidance and counseling.

Appropriate topics tpr these sessions are staff meetings, parking, build-

ing security, housekeeping in classrooms and,shops, due dates for reports,

,selection of texts, requ. itioning of supplies and equipment, committee
grade reporting special calendar events, discipline, extra duty,

assignments, and involvementwith advisory committees. Again, for adminis-

trators or nonprofessional petIons, additions and deletions will,be,needed.

Many institutions, as Part of the in-processing proCedure, ass ign an

experienced staff member as the new employee's "buddy" or "host." Thege staff

members are usually people whose ass.ignments or locations will bring them in

frequentcontact with the new employee. The buddy becomes the recognized

contact person or assigned sponsor and is available to help the new employee

adjust to the new.environment by answering questions, giving advice; etc.

.
During the orientation process--as various administrators and 9thers

discuss personnel pdlicieS, student procedures, and the many Other topics that
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will be.of interest and concern to new employeesnew staff should be given
written copies of the sersonnel handbook, stAdent rules and procedures, and
the many other, items they will nedd to refer,to. Some institutions prepare
tandbobks for both fa ulty and students that contain the bulk of\the many
policies and,procedur that need to be known by all organizat-i-oial members.
To ensure that the objet4.ss of the orientation process have been accom-
plished, some institutions have developectpecial forms (activity or topical
checklisttl.to help guide the procedure.

As part of the orientation process, you will probably want to inform new
employees about both staff development effort§ and the processes surrounding
employee evaluation. Both topics are of sufficient complexity to warrant spe-
cial consideration.4

J

4

4. For more information about these topics, you may wi-gh to refer to Provide
a Staff Development Progtam and Evaluate Staff Performance, part of the
ComSetency-Based Vocational Education Adminiltrator Modae Series (Columbus,
OH: The National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The OhiorState
University, 1981)e

I
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1( Optional

kActivitr

4

\

You may wish to arrange through 6ur resource person to visit

and interview an experienced a cfinistratar.,at the secondary or

postsecondary level to determine how staff at his/her insti-

tution are oriented. Before the interview takes place, you

should prepade a list of questions, such as the following, that

you wish to have answered:

How is content determined?

What me6ods are used to orient new staff?

Over what time period is orientation provided?

Who is involved in planning and implementing the

orientation program?

What written materials are used?

What is the estimaV cost of the orientation program?

104
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The following "Case Study" describes how a vocational/tech-
nical administrator oriented new staff. Read the situation,
and critique in writing the performance of the administrator,
described: what did she do correctly, what did she do incor-
rectly, and Ott should she have done instead!?

CASE STUDY

Based on years of experience, the approach of administrator Estelle
LeClair to the orientation of new instructional staff was, she felt, cost-
effective and pragmatic. Prior to each term, she held a two-day orientation
program for new staff while veteran staff worked elsewhere in the building on
individual and group staff development projects. She tried to cover in the
orientation program only those key concerns that would affect the initial
ability-bf staff to cope with and adjust to their new roles apd responsibili-
ties.

To minimize the potential for dreariness in two straight days of orienta-
tion, she used,short sessions and alternated methods for presenting informa-
tion. No one had to sit and listen to one speaker for hours at a stretch. A
presentation on personnel benefits by the personnel director, for example,
would be followed by a tour of the building or a coffee break during which new
staff could meet'and mingle with veteran staff members. She included lots of

411
question-and-answer sessions. She used some ice-breaker techniques to lighten
the mood. And she provided time for all staff to meet by departments during
which time new staff could be oriented to departmental procedures, and discus-
sion of general departmental concerns could be addressed. All this was sup-
plemented with a faculty handbook, bound in a loose-leaf notebook to allow for
frequent updating.

A week or scoolgter the orientation sessions, Ms. LeClair sent a question-
naire to each new Itaff member to complete. The questionnaire had two parts.
In part one were specific questions concerning the adequacy and helpfulness of
the initial orientation ssiOns. She used the responses each year to improve
the following year's aôtivities. Part two consisted of a list of typical
concerns, problems, and formation needs of new teachers once on the job--
requiring additional orien ation activities. She had found that, once
involved in the day-to-day activities, teachers were in a better position
to say what activities would meet their needs. Each new teacher rated the
items on part two from 1 to..5 on a scale of importance.

Based on the results, Ms. LeClair prepared a 01<long orientation pro-
gram designed to meet the most pressing concerns first. Depending on the
number of staff expressing concern, the activities were either provided on a
full-group, partial-group, or individual basis. The person assigned responsi-
bility for conducting each activity was the person whose responsibility or
area of expertise was involved. For example, the librarian provided the
orientation to the library procedures, facilities, materials, and equipment.



Ms. LeClair and a person from the computer center shared r4onsibility for

explaining the gradi,ng policies and computerized gra ing system.

One last fact that Ms. LeClair was especially proud of. Thp erientation

program was designed to dovetail into the staff development program, creating

a continuous involvement in-learning and growing.
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with the "Model Critique" given below. Yogp response neednot
Compare your completed written critique of the "Case Study"

exactly duplicate the model response; however, youThould ,have
covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE

If you correctly evaluated Ms. LeClair's performance, you are probably
wonderi g where she is and how you can convince her to wo k on your adminis-
trali, taff. She's a real find. Take a look atJher st engths:

Oratation is priakented in small doses, with re concern for main-
taining interest.

Information is provided in the order in which it is needed.

Information is provided based on the stated,peeds of new4taff, as
measured by a carefully constructed queStianh'aire.

c

New staff are oriented not bnly to new information inipally, but
also to veteran staff and facilitles.

A variety of staff members are invol ed in planning and presenting
the orientation

Activities are plan to use

staff members shared a c

A well-thought-out

Staff are given
what,tjleysd bee

cover d.

Cl

admi

ff effecOvely; if several new
rn, a small-group activitywas used.

structures the total process.

lty handboqk to Wer to when in doubt about
or to quickly ,ans4er new questions not as yet

ly, the orientation program has the full commitment of the
istrator, Ms.. LeClair% .

I
And finally; the ocientation is not -shot deal. It is viewed
as a continuous processpart of the tota1 staff development effort.

If one wished to find fault with her efforts, one could point out that
her view of ocrientation could be expanded to include the infoNiation that
should be provided before employment: brochures accompanying pplication
forms and information provided during the job interview, for e mple. But,

somehow it's hard to believe--despite the fact that(she does not include those
as d stated part of her orientation efforts--that she does less

than exceflent job in that area either. 1

_-

Level of Performance: Yompcompleted written critique should have covered the
same major points as the "Model Critique." If you missed some points or have
questiarabout any additional points you made, review the material in the
information speet, "Orienting Staff," pp. 97-103, or check with your resource
person if necessary.
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Learning Experience VII

FINAL EXPERIENCE

,

While working in an actual administrative situat4On, select
school personnel.*

As part of your administrative duties, select.school person-
nel or direct others in the selection process. This will

include--

,ettablishing the foundations, for staff selection,
including assessing staff needs

establishing selection criteria

recruiting candidates

gathering AriLd screening information concerning candi-

dates

managing the.staff selection_process

orienting new staff to the.institution

NOTE: As your complete each Of the .aboVe activities,
document your-activities (in writing, on tape, through'a
log) for assessment purposes.

'-
Jr..=

.

continued

*If you are not currently working in an actual administrative situation, this
learning experience may be deferred, with the approval of.your resource per-

son, until you have access to an actual administrative situation.
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hNAL EXPERIENCE continued

e

Arrange to have your reso rce person revtew yomr,d5ilcumer4an

tion. If possible, arrang o have your retOurceArto01
observe your performance at a point when yoii-ari-.4Vre4.11,_:

involved in the staff selection process (e.g.; conducting an

ori entati on sessi on ) .

Your total competency 01,1 be assessed by your resource per-

son, using the "Administrator Performance AssesS.ment FOrqe

pp. 111-114.

Based upon the criteria specified in this.assessMent instru-
ment, your resource person will determine whether you are

competent in selecting school personnel.
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Name

Date

ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCE ASSESS E T FORM

Select Ithool Personnel

Directions: Indicate the lgvel of the administrator's accomplishment by
placing an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OP PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a performante component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

In ghablishin the foundations for staff election,

t e administrator:

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

A Ot

\ %et CPI * G006 vi,cv-s

1. reviewed the institution's personne policy

statement,for relevant local, stat , and
federal guidelines .0 EDE

2. systematically and rationally ssessed
ing needs 4 ! " 000

In establishing selection criteria, the adminis-
trator:

46#4-4

3. identified, for a given job'title,,the char-
acteristics a person in that position shourd
possess, including:

a. the background (education and experience)
required

b. the specific skills required

0 000
'0 000

C. other, personal characteristics desired 0 000
4. ensured that, for this job title, a job

description reflecting the selection criteria
had been or was developed

4
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5. ensured that the job description included full
information and criteria that were:

a. consistent with personnel policies

b. really necessary for the job

c. measurable

d. practical

e. reasonable in number

LEsk/EL OF PERFORMANCE

%..0% tee 00 44 sock

O 000
0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0

O 0 0 0
In recruiting candidates to fill a,given positiOn,

the administrator:

6. ensured that appropriate contacts were built
and maintained (e.g., with teacher training
institutions and employment agencies) D 0 0

7. directed the preparation of all needed

materials, includirig:

a. position vacancy notice

b. classified advertisement

c. brochures

d. fliers

O 0 0 0
O 0 0 0

L:]

8. ensured that the position was adequately pub-
licized to secure the desired response and
assure that equal opportunity was afforded ' 0 0 0 0.

In gathering and screening information about a
candidate, the administrator:

9. selected, from the following devices, those
most appropriate for gathering the needed

inforMation:

a. application form 4 0 0 0 0
b. letter of application 0 0 0 0
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c. resume

d. certificates and licenses held

e. recommendations

f. performance records

g. tests

h. interviews

10. prepared, or arranged for the preparation
of, the necessary devices, includind clear,
simple directions and a pleasing format

11. provided for the adequate training of staff
involved in interviewing candidates

/U. ensured that, in gathering information, only
questions covering_bona fide occupational
qualifications were asked

13. selected the candidate to be hired by screen-

ing the information received objectively
against the established selection criteria

14. considered both the information presented
and the way in which it was presented (e.g.,
poise and interpersonal skills in the inter-
view; spelling and neatness on the application

form)

15. solicited information on 4 confiderrI?I basis

to document that equal opportunity and affir-
mative action guidelines were being-met

In managing the staff selection process, th6 admin-

istrator:

16. kept each applicant informed of his/her

status and progress throughout the process

113
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17. ensured that all let ers sent to applicants
were well develo well produced, and
appropriate to te situation

18./ ensured that a system for organi i g,, filing,

and tracking information was for and

implemented

19. included an evaluation component as an
integral part of the selectioft process

In orienting new staff to the institution, the

administrator:

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

4\ 40 6 9? * GO001 oS

20. planned the orientation content, methods, and
timing based on the needs of the new employees
and the objectives of the institution

21. provided information on the comMunity, the
institution, and the specific position

22. handled orientation as,a continual process,
beginning with the first written contacts
with applicants and "ending" at the point at
which staff development activities take over f-] 0 Ei Ei 4:]

23. involved appropriate others (e.g., board mem-
bers, teacher organization staff, community
members, support.staff) in the plannfng and
implementation of the orientation,

Level of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT

responses. If any item receives a NONE,.POOR, or FAIR response, the adminis-
trator and resource person should meet to detervine what additional activities
the administrator needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak

,area(s).
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